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In Luce Tua

By DON A. AFFELDT

Comment on Current Issues
An X-Rating for Christmas?
Should persons under 17 years of age be admitted to
Christmas?
The proposal that children might wholesomely be
removed from the Christmas celebration is likely to be
greeted with hoots of derision. But the admission of
children to Christmas is dangerous. Not for the children. For the adults.
To put my point positively, adults need Christmas .
And they are forever in the danger of turning it over
to the children, once children are admitted at all. Children could do quite well without our celebration. Certainly if left to themselves they would never think of
celebrating· Christmas. Or if they would celebrate it,
they would celebrate it as simply as they celebrate other
happy days. No, children are the unwitting, unsuspecting tools of adults at Christmas.
We could blame Matthew and Luke for leading adults
into the temptation of turning Christmas over to children. Mark omits any mention of Jesus as a child, and
John so conceptualizes the incarnation that one could
hardly guess from his Gospel that the divine Word, the
Light, and the Life came to men in seven or eight pounds
of bawling baby.
Matthew and Luke, however, unfold the full drama
of the birth of the child in Bethlehem. God taking on
Manhood and a fetus taking on life, all at once. We
can understand the birth of a child. For all its mystery,
it yet touches our experience. We know in ourselves
the miracle of life.
But we can't really understand the miracle of God
taking on manhood . That doesn't touch our experience.
So - and here we succumb to the temptation - we
relate naturally to the child, the mother, and the rest
of the nativity scenario and become focused on our
feelings for children. The divine part of the drama is
hard to reach , so Christmas is about babies and children.
Not about a temple-cleansing, wine-making, lepertouching, cross-bearing figure of divine mystery and
human hope.
If children unwittingly cause adults to stumble, by
charming adults into focusing Christmas upon them ,
then perhaps the only thing to do to cleanse Christmas
is to scratch the children from the scenario. Take kids
out of Christmas and maybe the adults will have to work
harder for a significant Christmas meaning.
If we give Christmas an X-rating, removing the children, what might we find as adults? The Christ, perhaps. The original X. An unknown quantity for many.
A mystery for others. And for a few , He who marks the
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spot of our sins in order to bleach them with His blood.
That is all very well for the faithful. But it isn't only
Christians who turn over Christmas to the children. It
is also done, and perhaps most especially, be those who
are without faith. What can Christmas without children,
considered as an X-(rated)-mas, hold for unbelieving
adults too?
Beauty, Truth, and Goodness.
There is beauty in the music, drama, and special
decorations peculiar t~ the Christmas season. Whether
sacred or secular, novel or traditional, the artistic accompaniments of Christmas are a special beauty. Trees,
lights, carols, bells, fresh snow, gaily wrapped packages,
holiday foods, bright colors and smiling faces - all
have their charm for the senses. To be sure, the aesthetic
impulse sometimes miscarries, and Kitsch-mas lurks
under each new advance in commercial plastic. Yet
Christmas is the one time in the year when most everyone makes a creative effort to lift his environment up
to beauty, and one welcomes it anew each year.
Christmas can bring truth, too, especially to human
relationships. In the shared joys of the holiday season,
people can rediscover each other. The Christmas ambience may move one to speak the word which plainly
reveals what another means to him. And the act of giving,
too, offers unique opportunities for communication,
especially to those people who find it hard to say in
words what they truly feel about another. With a thoughtful gift, the giver tells another that he matters. And he
matters enough to be pleasured not just by a gift, but
by this particular gift. If he were not who he is, it could
not be expected to please him.
And goodness. One of the joys of Christmas is the fact
that a lot of people go to extra lengths during the season
to be good to other people. Funds for the needy are
raised; small favors to one another are inspired; acts
of kindness and concern catch the headlines and displace the petty cruelties and heartless transactions which,
for much of the year, make up our daily round. Whatever goodness is in a man gets a chance to run its lap
during the Christmas season, and usually does just that.
Beauty, truth, and goodness. A celebration dedicated
to these values is well worth keeping and worth cheering - whatever else one may believe the Christmas
season means. If the Christmas season wouldn't be beautiful, true, or good without the children, one might
profitably ask whether beauty, truth, and goodness are
really there with the children. But if our Christmas
celebration is beautiful, true, and good, how could we re·
frain from bringing the children in to help us savor
these delights?
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In Luce Tua II
On Celebrating Our Revolution
As the year turns from 1971 to 1972, the United States
is a year nearer to the celebration of the Bicentennial
of its independence in 1976 - whether it really wants
to be or not. It is not that we are ashamed of another
birthday.· Quite the contrary, we take genuine pride in
our 200 years of nationhood and our unique experimentation with democracy.
·
1

But how does a nation celebrate its real achievements
with dignity and modesty? Must we rely on exploding
fireworks, dancing in the streets, fife and bugle corp~
marching in the city squares, and long-winded orato~
as our media of expression? Of course all of these ar~
in the picture for 1976. Man is a festive beast, and man~
do indeed love a parade, beard-growing contests, and
dress-up time. All of these smack of frivolity , however,
hardly as sincere expressions of celebration. But al ~
will emerge in the wake of thousands of man hours and
large expenditures of money. They will make splasheJ
in communities large and small - and be rememberedl
only as long as yesterday's headlines.

I

Then there are those who will use the occasion for
their own personal gain, exploiting a serious theme for
themselves. Advertising campaigns will harp on thel
Bicentennial theme. New products will be named for
the occasion, packaged in red , white and blue wrappings. Politicians will feather their nests with references
to Bicentennial issues and ideals, and Bicentennial
personalities will emerge as toadstools after a summer
rain.
Presses will pour out books and articles with Bicen- 1
tennial themes - until the market and the public mind
become so saturated as to hope for a respite for another
hundred years. We will spend agonizing hours before \
our TV sets watching second-rate drama and spectacles
- all of which will depend upon the national birthday
for their existence.
A more serious threat is the use of the occasion for
extremists to capitalize on the excitement of the moment
to promote their own causes and twist truth for their
particular concerns. Extreme Left-wingers will exploit \
the theme of revolution - glibly quoting the writings of
Tom Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Adams - even
John Adams - to stress their radicalism. The extreme
Right-Wingers will respond with equally senseless
furor and new genealogies. It is so easy to find words and
expressions in the vast materials of the Americap Revolution to twist any theme to meet one's own particular
perspective of history.
4

And then finally there is the dismal thought that we
will again depend upon a great Exposition to commemorate the beginning of our third century of nationhood. Already, Phildelphia bogs down in its planning
stage for such a momentous event. Competition to host
the Exposition among several Eastern cities has produced misunderstanding and jealousies. 1876 had its
great Exposition - at a time when such an affair had
meaning and was novel enough to be long remembered.
Today, expositions come too frequently for us to
fully appreciate. Huge expenditures of money produce
vast complexes of colorful buildings, complicated machinery, and artistic design, but all too soon they disappear and another exposition in another country takes
the headlines.
There just must be a better way!
And so - what do we do? Various religious groups
have a use of the term "celebration" that sets a better
direction than frivolity for commemoration of such an
important event as the Bicentennial of our Independence. In "celebration" they speak to the deeper meaning of the event. There is a greater truth to announce
and commemorate - and this becomes the focus.
To celebrate then means to become a part of a larger
process, to find meaning in the spirit of the event rather
than in the event itself. This calls for a deeper appreciation of what actually happened in the American Revolution, of the men who were responsible for these actions, and for the successes and failures they experienced
- but only as each relates to the underlying meaning
of the Revolution as we trace it through our nation's
history. This type of "celebration" calls for positive
concerns, for righting wrongs that have appeared, for
accepting the challenges that a new age offers old values.
This is celebration as America needs to experience
it in times of trial and change. This is rededication:
correcting our mistakes, redirecting unbridled enthusiasms, guaranteeing the subtle truths that underlie the
great moments of our beginning to all men in the United
States and to others as we are able. Imagination and
creative effort will be hallmarks of the next four years
if we respond to this challenge in the true spirit of celebration and commemoration.
By ROBERT HARTJE
Professor of History
Wittenberg University
Springfield, Ohio
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Guest Comment on Current Issues
Women's Liberation Begins at Home
There are good Christian people of my acquaintence
who object strenuously, and rightly I think, to anecdotes based on stereotypes of stupid or wily or improvident blacks. They understand a black man's rage if
he should hear these. And they would be horrified if
their children talked casually of "niggers." But I have
noticed that these same people feel quite comfortable
telling stories that depend on sexual stereotypes of
stupid or wily or improvident women. They find it
amusing to overheard precocious references by children
to "dumb blondes." And they are genuinely puzzled by
objections to a joke that makes women seem foolish .
These people are usually not consciously anti-feminist. It is just that on the subject of sexual prejudice
they are about at the point they were on the subject of
racial prejudice back in 1954. They do not yet actually
see what they look at every day. Tht!y have certainly
not been moved by contemrorary feminism in any kind
of visceral way. Instead they are still surprised at how
angry and activist some women are.
But what our society does to women is wrong. Inescapable social conditioning from infancy, patent discrimination in employment, automatic and unequal
division of responsibilities in marriage, special legislative abridgments of autonomy - this is wrong. The
belief in the inherent inferiority of one group to another, the erection of a social system to confirm this belief,
the conditionir 6 of the young to perp~tuate both the
belief and the system - this deserves contempt and it
deserves anger.
How can Christians respond in any other way? We
live under the immoderate injunction to love our neighbors as ourselves. To put things this way is to speak of
freedom, for to love another as ourself is to refuse to
make an object of that other;· it is to require one's own
autonomy for that other. To put things this way is also
to speak of justice, for to love another as ourself is to
demand for that other access to the same threshold to
fulfillment. But it is cheap propitiation to decide everyone (so no one) is guilty of treating one sex as individuals and the other as a category or to try to "solve" the
problem by legislating equality.
Change, I am inclined to believe, best begins at
home. I relish the irony of the lunch table of male
academics solemnly agreeing that society's attitudes
toward women should change - while their own precious time is protected by their wives' labor in cleaning, washing, cooking and chauffering, and while their
daughters are engrossed by the Miss America contest on
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TV. The home is a place to begin because that is where
early socialization in sex roles begins. More is required
of us here than benevolent neutrality in allowing daughters to reach their potential free of crude pressures by
parents or other relatives toward dating, marriage and
children. Given the enormous array of forces by which
society inculcates a woman's place in a man's world ,
mere neutrality is support for the status quo.
Parents, teachers, the clergy - those responsible for
guiding the young - are usually quick to condemn the
extensive sexualization of our culture paraded before
children : a lynx-eyed model to sell cars, a bosomy girl
to sell magazines, a temptress to sell ·soap. The list is
endless. Those who lament this may try to counter it
with the ideal of woman as wife and mother. But we cannot have things both ways. We cannot define woman
primarily by her sex as wife and mother and then with
any consistency proceed to lambast the sexual preoccupation of our society. We cannot because this all is
cut of the same cloth. The depersonalization and exploitation of women most crudely obvious in slick "men's"
magazines - but visible in any of the mass media - is
part and parcel of the traditional definition of women
as primarily female. What is needed instead are different definitions of women, definitions that for the
young are best conveyed when embodied in attractive
models at odds with convention.
There is not much point in urging decency and honesty on children if they see that parents do not follow
their own homilies. There is not much point in urging
freedom from sexual stereotypes on a daughter or son
if they see that parents perpetuate these very stereotypes in their own lives. Conscientious parents screen
toys and games and television viewing and reading in
an attempt to eliminate or offset racism and violence.
Sexism is equally pervasive and no less destructive to
the human spirit. Dismayed parents are aroused to protest if the school undoes patiently taught lessons of
retraint and kindness. To undo lessons of self-worth,
independence, and assertiveness is more common and
more damaging.
The success of contemporary feminism , I suspect,
will in the long run not be measured in the passage of
an Equal Rights Amendment - as important as that
is - but in the degree to which millions of parents decide that love and justice require a different upbringing
for their daughters and also for their sons.
By ALAN GRAEBNER
Assistant Professor of History
The College of Saint Catherine
Sa int Paul, Minn esota
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The Time of Our Lives
By MEL PIEHL
Graduate Student in American History
Stanford University
Stanford, California

A friend once told Gertrude Stein that his pright
young nephew had decided, after careful reflection,
to accept the Universe. "Well, he'd better," was the
tart reply.
Time, like the universe, seems to be one of those
things we had better accept, like it or not. Though the
scientific temper induces us to study everything, there
remains a certain inhibition about trying to examine a
phenomenon like time, which is both a complex philosophical datum and the most intimate experience of
daily life. Perhaps this disinclination to dissect the
nature of time arises from the suspicion that even the
most subtle inquiry will yield little more than a new set
of puzzles and paradoxes. As Augustine said about time:
"If no one asks me, I know what it is; if I want to explain
to someone who asks me, I do not know."
I do not quarrel with this skeptical view, and certainly no brief article such as this can illumine the entire
question of time. Without pretending to any ultimate
conclusions, however, it is still useful to examine how
time is in fact regarded in our culture, and how the particular ideas we do hold about it affect our individual
and collective lives. For precisely because the nature of
time is so elusive to rational analysis, half-articulated
myths exert a powerful influence on our consciousnesses.
Time is exhibited in our culture by two devices:
clocks and calendars. In every home, school, laboratory
and office of the Western world, and on the persons of
most of us, these instruments measure out our lives, and
in their character we can seek clues to our basic notions
about time.
The very ubiquity of clocks conceals their overwhelming importance. "Alarm" clocks tell us when to awaken
and "time" clocks constitute the beating pulse of our
technology. It would require little argument to demonstrate that the clock, not the steam engine or the printing press, was the crucial invention which fostered technological civilization and still preserves it. As Lewis
Mumford observes in Technics and Civilization, the
idea of regularity which underlies all machine activity
is inconceivable without some independent form of
timekeeping.
Though the ancient civilizations used various means
to denote the passage of time, it was in the monasteries
of Western Europe sometime in the twelfth century that
the mechanical clock, completely independent of the
elements, made its appearance. In opposition to the
6

fluctuations of subjective life, the Benedictines posed
the disciplined power of regularity - the tolling of the
monastery bells at the hour of prayer. Originally designed to call men to pray for souls in eternity, the
clocks gradually came to exert their influence over the
mundane lives of the peoples who lived in the shadows
of the bell-towers.
In the clock we can observe most of Western man's
ideas about time. Primarily, it posits time as an independent, abstract reality flowing universally and evenly by ~n equally and infinitely divisible bits from past
to future. Time is, in this view, the regular succession
of unique instants, such that two events may occur simultaneously in the same instant, but no two given instants can occur simultaneously.

Man and Clock: Face to Face
The clock face also shows time as duration: each instant flows by and is gone, but an hour lasts - an hour.
Time is transitory, but its passing away lasts. (The paradox of time as both succession and duration, manifested
in innumerable guises, has provided employment for
philosophers since Heraclitus and Parmenides first
brought it to attention.) Moreover, absolutely nothing
happens outside time, but time is exterior to all that
happens within it. Time, like a clock that never needs
winding, flows independently of both events as well as
the human mind.
This idea of time, we must recognize, is an extraordinary extrapolation which finds little foundation in
most of human experience. There are regularities in
life like the beating of the pulse and the breathing of the
lungs, but these vary with mood and action. Time, as
we commonly experience it in terms of events, seems to
"speed up" and "slow down." Throughout the year day
and night are of uneven duration, and during sleep time
ceases altogether.
If we attempted to derive Western ideas of time solely
from clocks, or even the repeated succession of the
twelve months of the calendar, we might suspect an additional characteristic - recurrence. Just as the sun
rises and sets every day, the clock comes around to the
"same" time every twelve hours, and Christmas comes
once every year. But the cyclical qualities of our clocks
and calendars are subordinated within a larger framework which is cumulative and linear. This is revealed
in the designation of the years on the calendar, where
the additive function of numbers manifests our conviction that the greater pattern of time has "direction." So
The Cressct

we say that the coronation of Charlemagne in 800 A.D.
is "back" in time som ewh e r e, and 1984 is "ahead ,"
just as on a highway we can look at points behind and
before us. Thus, even though the "same time" recurs
every day and we can ask, "Where were you on this day
last year?", we really think that this Christmas is a different Christmas than last year's, and each moment of
all history is completely unique.
In extremely vivid fashion , Western peoples regard
their own lives as a line stretching out from one "point"
of birth to an end-point of death , with a succession of
unique points or moments (of which now is one) in between. And again, the "length" of our life is constantly
regarded in additive numerical terms. To select the
most common metaphor, then , all of time is a great
stream, and each of us takes a journey on a certain segment of that stream.
It is commonly acknowledged that this peculiar idea
of linear time derives from the ancient Hebrews , and it
was perhaps the most crucial of the many elements they
contributed to Christianity. In Christian cosmology,
the world of time stretches out between two endless
realms of eternity- after Creation and before the Apocalypse. The Eternal Deity has broken into the arena of
time by becoming incarnate at a specific historical moment. Thus, as the Christian community looked "back"
on the redemption and forward to the "end" of time , it
felt each moment charged with moral significance for
all eternity. God was staging a cosmic drama, as it were,
with no repeat performances.
The eventual acceptance of this view, however, was
by no means assured in the early years of the Christian
era. The Greeks, along with most Oriental civilizations,
believed in doctrines of eternal essences and eternal
recurrence, in which the ages were endlessly repeated
over and over again. To them, the startling idea of
linear time was often regarded as another peripheral
Jewish aberration like circumcision, and there was
therefore a tendency to minimize the historical elements
in Christian theology. The linear view gained strong
support in the West through the magnificent treatises
of Augustine, who most compellingly articulated it.
But in the almost completely Hellenized East, and to an
important extent in the West during the middle ages,
the Mass became not a remembrance of things past and
a sign of hope for the future, but a mystical ritual in
which the participants were brought, in the present,
into full Communion with the Eternal.
Similarly, the Church year was not simply a convenient pretext for rotating sermon texts, but a true representation of the cosmic drama of man's fall , Christ's
redemption, and the resurrection in a way which strongly suggests cyclical recurrence. Especially during Holy
Week, the rites of the Church assume the definite character of a mystery drama in which the actual events of
the Passion are re-enacted. Time and eternity are fused
as the sacrifice of the Redeemer becomes not so much a
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specific event of the year 33 A.D. or thereabouts, but a
reality of the Eternal Present.
Among the effects of the Protestant Reformation was
a general de-emphasis of the non-linear understandings
of both the Church Year and the Mass. In turning to
the Sacred Book and to St. Augustine as the greatest of
the church fathers , the Protestants re-discovered the
history-consciousness of the Hebrews as well as the historical character ofthe events recorded in the New Testament. The revived historical Christianity of Protestantism was neatly complemented by more secular developments, especially the growing consciousness of
antiquity.
By the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the West
had completely absorbed the knowledge of the ancients
and was moving quickly beyond. Many factors contributed to the growth of science and technology in Europe, but there is no doubt that linear time was a crucial
prerequisite. Cyclical views of time, with their endless
repetition of creation and destruction, tend to discourage the accumulation of knowledge; if human activity
is doomed to ineluctable dissolution, only to be reconstructed and destroyed by endless toil eon after eon,
one might as well escape into Stoic detachment or religious meditation.

Adding Up to Something New Under the Sun
In Western Europe, however, men saw that their activities in building machines, conducting scientific experiments, and developing scientific ideas were adding
up to something new under the sun. As the Christian
notion of an eternity before and after time faded, temporal existence became the only stage for human action .
In secular Western cosmology, the line of time probably
had no beginning, and certainly no end.
In the eighteenth century, a static cosmology lingered
in the philosophy of natural law and natural rights, but
the nineteenth century saw the apogee of linear temporal thought in the work of Hegel, Marx, and Darwin,
among others. As numerous writers have observed, the
historical dialectic of Marxism is essentially the cosmic
drama of Christianity secularized and materialized. The
biological evolution of Darwin was even more influential than the social evolution of Marx, for now the very
stuff of the universe itself was said to have progressed
from insensate rock to human intelligence.
Thus, in our century, almost the only belief which
still unites the three major Western religions of Christianity, Marxism, and science is that of linear time. For
all of them, a powerful teleology reinforces the deep
moral significance of human action in time. Whether in
service of the Lord of Hosts, the Class Struggle, or Objective Scientific Truth, Western Man has marched
boldly into the future, confident that an end state of
bliss would vindicate his aspirations and redeem the
sufferings and tragedies inscribed on the pages of history.
7

In the last centuries, this certitude about the future
has produced a series of profound upheavals which
have astonished and more recently appalled the human
race. Identifying their o'wn superior power with the
course of history, the Westemers disrupted or destroyed
the social orders and ancient values of the Amerindians,
Africans, and Asians. But the blessings of the lineartime religions were not reserved only for outsiders; the
Europeans subjected themselves to the same treatment.
In the earlier Christian cosmology, at least, the ultimate course of history rested in the hands of a Divine
Despot, and so there remained a certain authoritarian
conservatism associated with the belief in human depravity. But beginning with the French Revolution,
Westem society has undergone a series of profound intemal convulsions dedicated to the proposition that
human society can indeed be perfected soon if only
every vestige of the past is tom up by the roots.
Actually, the social revolutions (of which the French
and Russian are prototypes) are minor squabbles compared with the transformation wrought by science and
technology. Although many ideas are incorporated under the rubric "science," its definitive purpose is the
prediction and control of nature. By increasing our
power over nature, science and technology increases
our freedom, and brings us closer to a state of perfect
autonomy. Motivated to extraordinary levels of effort
by the promise of future gratification, European culture diligently applied technology to every aspect of
human existence, with often destructive consequences
for the quality of life. But in the prevailing mythology,
these harmful aspects of technology had to be overlooked because they were contributing to the better
world ahead.

Future Shock: Our Time is Not Your Time

The theory and practice of progress defined as the
conquest of nature has come to affect our very experience of time itself. Because time was regarded as an
abstract, immutable reality unaffected by human activity, it seemed at first immune to technological manipulation. Like space, time was one on the conditions
of nature rather than part of nature itself. The only way
time could be improved was by "using" it more efficiently, i.e., by filling it with more events contributing
to the march of progress.
For the technologists, and for the entrepreneurs who
applied their inventions for social purposes, the effort
to "save" time reached absurd extremes around the turn
of this century with Frederick Taylor's "time and motion studies," in which people were induced to time
everything from the assembly line to the use of the
toilet. The persistent determination of the technologists
to fit more work, products, and profits into a specific
duration underlies not only the proliferation of clocks
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and the temporal organization of society, but fosters a
purely quantitative view of man's relationship to the
products of his labor, such that "how much" is produced
becomes as important as what is done in a given time.
This attitude is neatly captured in the phrase "time is
money," in which the one quantifiable abstraction is
equated with another, but the concrete value of either
for human life remains unspecified.
The belief that time is an objective reality independent of subjective experience meant that technological
society could appropriate the public clock time for its
purposes of efficiency without taking into account the
effects of such actions on the "private time" of its members. One consequence of this schizophrenia is what is
called "the accelerating pace of change." There have
always been changes in human affairs, but now change
is fueled by the new technology in a geometric progression whose end terms are not yet in sight.
Alvin Toffler's Future Shock, a flawed popular work
which celebrates this development, contains voluminous documentation of the frantic acceleration of cultural, social, and material change in modern Western
societies. Clothing, jobs, music, residences, furniture,
friends, spouses, and knowledge itself are all taken up
and discarded with ever-increasing frequency. In the
modem accelerated time-frame, an event like the invasion of Laos, which occurred early this year, can seem
as if it happened five years ago . And in 1971, we look
back on the Eisenhower years with much of the air of
curious unfamiliarity men of, say, 1780, would have
reserved for events of two or three centuries before.
The net effect of this swirling pace of life is a kind of
cultural vertigo. Because men are dizzied by the frantic
pace of change, they grow ever more desperate to know
what the future holds. The most influential thinkers of
our days are those who profess to divine the direction
of history. Such apparently diverse savants as Chairman Mao and Alvin Toffler, Teilhard de Chardin and
Charles Reich, to name only a few , are all united by
their deterministic assertion about the New World
which lies ahead.
The urge to know, somehow, some way, where we are
headed, is understandable but misguided. Our problem
is not really "future shock," but the entire attitude toward life which makes us so future-oriented in the first
place. In one way, of course, the capacity to anticipate
and plan is a marvelous achievement of the human
brain. But the way we use this ability destroys all its
advantages.
Our inclination to look into the future is so powerful, especially when reinforced by compelling myths
like the time-line, that the future becomes not only as
real but more real than the present. We imagine that
we cannot live fully in the present unless we have sufficiently hedged our bets on the future; in fact, so much
The Cresset

of our individual and collective activity becomes devoted to preparation for a happy future that we are
only half-aware of the present. But when the anticipated
state of things arrives, the habit of looking forward will
be so ingrained that the present still cannot be experienced.

The Office Christmas Party
and The Sermon on the Mount

.

Our schools, which one writer has called "monuments to the myth of progress," often seem to be designed to promote precisely this kind of anticipatory consciousness. What is the point of going to grade school?
Why, to learn to read , write, and do arithmetic, of
course. Why? So that you may do well in high school.
And what is the purpose of high school? To prepare
one for college. And in college one prepares for law
school, and the first job is only a stepping stone to a
better job, which will put you in line for a good promotion, and so on. This is the way many young people
are brought up constantly to seek goals in the distant
future, and so we have a great many adults who have
come to see all of life as a kind of race to see who can
"get ahead" - in position, wealth, or social prestige.
But if life is a race, it is of a curious kind, for where is
the garland at the end? Many people struggle throughout their early years to become middle-aged successes,
and when they finally are middle-aged successes, they
can only long for the lost days of youth which they
never really savored.

ings m pursuit of some ever-receding future good
The inability to live in the present is evidenced by
just such violent alternations of activity in which the
"goal" of all sorts of tedious boredom is felt to be a few
hours of intense. stimulation. Much of the "dope" we
call our high standard of living constitutes just such a
panorama of sights, sounds, thrills, and titillations
which only make the senses progressively less sensitive,
and thus in need of yet more violent stimulation. Disneyland, Las Vegas, and professional football promoters are all well aware of this principle. And as with
the narcotic addict, each hit only makes the interval before the next more painful and distressing.
The myth of linear time, then, while serving as a
powerful goad to human activity, also promotes an abstract futurism without helping us live here and now.
Craving for knowledge of the future through prophecies
and predictions only accelerates the cultural confusion .
As David Hume long ago pointed out, it is simply impossible to know what will happen tomorrow, or even
in the next instant; all predictions are merely extrapolations. By constantly directing attention to some unreal end-point, the time-line leads us to take life too
seriously and in entirely too big a hurry.

This constant future-orientation helps explain the
cult of youth. There is nothing inherently glamorous
about youth or depressing about old age. It is only the
habit, formed over a lifetime, of delaying gratification
into some ideal future that makes old age and the impending termination of life seem so terrible to most
people. As the middle-aged play out their fantasies of
novelty and excitement on people under thirty, those
unfortunates come to have a grossly exaggerated sense
of their own importance. Meanwhile, the elderly are
often cast aside and left to die in conditions of institutional coldness and indifference.

In contrast with the visual analogy of time with a
journey over distance, where the goal is to get to the
end, it might be well to consider time as it relates to
sound, and specifically music. Would anyone contend
that the goal of a piece of music is to get to the end of it?
Would we devote effort to getting through it faster, or
trying to prolong it? The purpose of music is contained
precisely in the present, at this instant of sound or silence. To attempt to hold onto a note too long, or to
anticipate a sound before it comes, entirely destroys
the flow of the melody. Music is delightful precisely
because it cannot be feverishly grasped or pursued. If
we would consider our lives as pieces of jazz improvisation, whose very beauty lies in their spontaneity and
uncertainty, rather than as races toward a goal, we
would begin to find satisfaction in simple things here
and now, and larger benefits might follow.

Young people in our culture, no less than their elders, equate "living for the present" with raising as
much hell as possible. Such behavior among the young
is actually just the expression of pent-up resentment
a~ainst having been sorted, tested, and future-oriented
all their lives, just as the drunken orgy at the office
Christmas party is only the inverse image of all the enforced propriety and regimentation during the year.
The equation of present-mindedness with a kind of
wild, destructive, chaos simply demonstrates how our
ordered and controlled culture has repressed such feel-

As the wisest teachers have always said, each moment
is its own fulfillment, no matter how humble, ugly, or
even painful, if only we partake of it fully and do not
try to resist or escape it. Jesus' Sermon on the Mount,
which is often taken as a set of naive pieties, in fact
constitutes a highly sophisticated answer to the anxiety
of "taking thought for the morrow." The wisdom of the
Sermon, of course, rests ultimately upon faith in the
work of Christ in the fullness of time, but its wisdom
also rests upon the fact that each moment of time cannot
be escaped and the only way to live life is to get with it.
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A. J. Muste and the Ethics of Christian Radicalism
By DAVID P. NORD
Graduate Student in American History
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

One spring day in 1919, in Lawrence, Massachusetts,
a young, raw-boned pacifist minister named A. J. Muste
led a mass meeting of polyglot strikers in the singing
of "The International." Just the day before, Muste had
worked out a wage agreement with the local mill bosses.
The great Lawrence textile strike was over - and the
workers were victorious.
Thus began the public career of one of America's
most famous Christian radicals. Because of his leadership role in this crucial post-war strike, Muste was
quickly and, as it turned out, permanently rocketed into
national prominence. Between 1919 and his death in
1967, Muste was involved in a myriad of labor, pacifist,
socialist, communist, world federalist, and other social
activist movements. In his last public speeches, he continued to condemn the war system, calling the war in
Vietnam "illegal, disasterous, and immoral," and to
demand radical social change.
Men like A. J. Muste - religious activists who have
linked their Christian beliefs with social, political, and
economic revolution - have been rare in this country.
From time to time, surges of Christian socialist activity
have occured, such as before World War I. These surges, however, have usually subsided without much
affecting the larger socialist movements, much less the
society as a whole. In general, most American Christians have always been happily married to the capitalist
system. Even Muste himself, though always a radical,
experienced serious ethical doubts and changes of mind
concerning th,e nature of socialist movements and their
relationship to Christianity.
Today, there seems to be on the horizon a renaissance
of Christian radicalism. Especially among young Christians, the commitment to social change, which has manifested itself in recent years, appears to be deepening
into a commitment to far-reaching social revolution. If
this is indeed the case, and I think it is, then it is probably an appropriate time to discuss the ethical dilemmas which have confronted Christians who have gone
this route before - such as A. J. Muste.
Like many of today's Christian radicals, Muste came
from an orthodox protestant family, thoroughly conservative in politics. Muste's education was in the strictest of Calvinist traditions, first at Hope College in Holland, Michigan, and later at the Theological Seminary
of the Dutch Reformed Church in New Brunswick, New
Jersey. During the years immediately before World
War I, however, Muste became converted to pacifism,
and in the wake of patriotic wartime hysteria, was forced
to leave his parish. He then became increasingly mvolved in Quaker activities in Boston.
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It was while living in Boston that Muste joined ·in the
textile workers' strike at Lawrence. As a result of this
activity he became general secretary of the short-lived
Amalgamated Textile Workers. !'rom 1921 to 1933,
Muste served as director of Brookwood Labor College,
a school for the training of militant union leaders. The
crisis of the Depression prompted Muste to push Brookwood toward political action. In 1933, there was a split
in the faculty over this issue and Muste left Brookwood
to begin the organization of a working class political
party, which came to be known as the American Workers Party. The Literary Digest, in 1934, did a profile on
him, noting that he was "said to be one of the most intelligent men in the labor movement."
Muste became a Trotskyist in 1934 and merged his
American Workers Party with the Trotskyist Communist League of America to form the Workers Party,
U.S.A. Then, in 1936, following a religious experience
in Paris, he came back to Christianity and to pacifism.
He became the executive secretary of the Fellowship of
Reconciliation in 1940, and remained active there until
his death four years ago. At the time of World War II,
Time Magazine called him "the No. 1 U.S. pacifist."
This was the position to which he held tightly until the
end.

Three Phases of Ethical Development
In 1966, Muste explained in a speech at the University
of Illinois why he, as a Christian clergyman, felt compelled to be involved in the labor movement. He said
that his position is best expressed in the writings of
Martin Buber. Briefly, according to Muste, what Buber
called "the religious-normative principle" manifests
itself as an essentially historical one. "There is an indissoluble relation," said Muste, "between the superhistorical and the historical." He noted Buber's argument that the widespread tendency of Christians to find
in God an escape from nature and history is the direct
opposite of the relations of the God of Israel toward
creation and history.
In a quote from Buber, Muste affirmed his own position: "He [God] has placed man in the center of reality
in order that he should face up to it." This is the general
view which colored the life-style of Muste, as it colors
today the life-styles of most Christian radicals. But when
this broad philosophy is translated into specific social
action, serious problems sometimes arise. Though
Muste always believed that the Christian should be socially involved, he changed his mind several times on
what form this involvement should take. These changes
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of mind carry some important lessons for any Christian
who sees a role for Christianity in the secular society.
For the purpose of clarity (and not inaccurately, I
believe), Muste's developing ethic of Christian involvement can be considered in three phases of his life : (1)
the pre-Marxist period, for several years after World
War I, during which Muste tried to define a meaningful, but distinctive role for the church in social action;
(2) the Marxist period, from the late 1920's to 1936, during which he rejected the church completely, advising
Christians to dedicate themselves only to the working
class movement; and (3) the pacifist period, from 1936
to his death, during which Muste abandoned his Marxist
faith and attempted to work out an ethic of Christian
love.
Muste's thinking during what I call his pre-Marxist .
period is well presented in an article which he wrote for
The Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Sciences, September, 1922. In this article , entitled "Labor's View of the Function of the Church,"
Muste pointed out that the churches had been derelict
in their duty toward the working man. He wrote that
labor does "not want to see the churches standing by indifferent or entirely absorbed in contemplation of heaven, while the devil runs the earth, or throwing the
weight of their moral influence on the side of labor's
enemies."
Muste believed that the churches could and should
take a stand in favor of the labor movement. They could
do this in two ways: (1) by setting up objective factfinding agencies which would publish the plain truth,
as best as it can be determined, about industrial problems; and (2) by helping to establish ethical standards .
"It is a possible function of the church," he wrote, "to
show that the moral position of privileged classes today
is not tenable."
Muste based this understanding on his belief in the
ideal of the Christian community - an ideal close to
the hearts of many of today's Christian radicals. He declared in The Annals article that
it must then eventually grow clear to all honest men
and women that a system based on unrestrained
economic competition, on the principle of buying
in the cheapest market and selling in the highest,
inevitably involves people in a double moral life
. .. . Men have one standard in the home and the
Church, and another in business.
This is exactly the same objection that many Christian
radicals level against those who would separate their
private and public lives. For a Christian it cannot be
done .
Another important aspect of Muste's thinking during
this early period was his non-Marxist belief in the moral
influence of the church. He seemed to feel that the
churches were failing, but that the potential was still
there . He believed that the Christian should work in
secular labor organizations, but that ultimately the
Dl•rcmbcr, 1971

"Christian contribution to renewing the face of the
earth could still, after all, be the decisive one." In this
period, he was surprisingly free from any class consciousness, and spoke of "wholeness of soul" as the reward for businessmen to give up their free enterprises .
The church, he felt, could stir up the consciences of the
privileged classes "by showing them what it would mean
if we applied to social relations the same standard that
we do apply in many personal relations so that they may
be willing to yield gradually to social change."

Nothing More Violent than Love
By 1929, Muste had entered a new phase of ethical
reflection, which I call his Marxist period. As he later
recalled in a revealing article for the May 24, 1939,
Christian Century: "I no longer considered myself in
any sense a member of the church. It was to me nothing
but a peculiarly pernicious bulwark of a reactionary
status quo. I rejected the Christian worldview utterly ."
It seems that the fine relationship between the church
and social action, which he was able to define in 1922,
gradually became obscured, and Muste "accepted fully
the Marxist-Leninist position and metaphysics." In
1936, for the December 2 Christian Century, he looked
back on this period and summed up his beliefs:
I have regarded the working class movement as the
one effective agency to bring in a finer social order
. ... I have said to those who claimed that they desired to obey the teachings of Jesus in our time that
they must in spite of all its short-comings identify
themselves with this movement or at least support
it whole-heartedly.
This is exactly what he himself did. When he left
Brookwood Labor College in 1933, Muste was already a
leader in the Conference for Progressive Labor Action,
which grew into the American Workers Party. In this
party, and later in the Trotskyist-oriented Workers
Party, U.S.A. , he helped to lay the plans for the coming
American revolution. The other Trotskyist leaders at
the time, including Leon Trotsky himself, believed that
Muste was turning into a real Bolshevik.
Like many radicals today, Muste came to accept the
Leninist conception of the revolutionary party. A revolution within a highly complex society such as the
United States, he believed, required an equally high
level of organized revolutionary effort. Iri a Workers
Party, U.S.A. pamphlet of 1935, Muste admonished the
workers that
a revolutionist cannot be an individualist. He cannot work as an irresponsible free lance. He must
work in an organized and disciplined way. That
means he must belong to the organized vanguard of
the working class, the revolutionary party.
Then, in August, 1936, in a church in Paris, Muste
came back to Christianity and to pacifism. Thus began
the third and final phase, which I call his pacifist period.
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Actually, the change was not as sudden as it would seem
at first glance. For several years, he had become increasingly disillusioned with the left. He felt himself
adrift, with no real ethic of any sort to support him.
Though he was a follower of Trotsky, he began to feel
that Trotsky "was no less a dictator in his own party than
Stalin was in his." Muste disagreed with Trotsky's policy of the "French Turn," i.e., the merging of Trotskyist parties into the Socialist Party as a radical faction.
Yet there was little that he could do about it; the party
had to be united. Gradually, he said later, he was more
and more "reduced to judging events and making decisions by purely ad hoc, opportunistic standards."
His main attack upon the left after 1936 concerned
the issue of war. Muste felt at that time that world war
was imminent, unless something were done. As he looked about, he saw the parties of the left only preparing
for it. Some, as members of the Comintern or as sympathizers with the Soviet Union, supported the war preparations of their own governments - France, Britain,
the United States. Others saw the war as the death throes
of capitalism, and eagerly awaited it. "Such radicals ,"
Muste declared, "are involved in the contradiction of
abhorring war as the ugliest fruit of an outworn economic order and yet 'welcoming' that war as giving them the
opportunity to hasten the collapse of capitalism."
War, Muste felt, had been shown to be inconsistent
with the ideals of freedom and dignity underlying the
working class movement. He cited as an example of the
folly of violence the Russian Revolution, where all the
factors of victory for the Bolsheviks in the Civil War
became agents of one party domination and suppression: a Cheka, a system of espionage, revolutionary
tribunals, and the Red Army itself. Another example
was the American labor movement, where too often
gangsters (whose services seemed to be needed against
the violence of the bosses) gained wide-spread influence
in the unions which hired them. Muste felt that to ignore the destructive effects of war and violence upon
labor movements would be inexcusable. Something new,
some new ethic had to be discovered. This was his task
in 1936.
His answer was based upon his understanding of the
Christian gospel. He attempted to apply the idea of the
cross to social relations. The Party, to which he had previously devotedhislife,could never become the Church.
In other words, the revolutionist attempts to change
history because he has a view outside and above it,
which shows him the way. For the Marxist-Leninist this
view lies with the Party. Yet if the Party is the depository of truth and the sole instrument for the redemption
of man, how can it be prevented, Muste asked, "from becoming the instrument of unspeakable pride an<\ tyranny?" If the case of the Soviet Union is indicative, it
clearly cannot.
But the Church is different. The Church, the Christian Church, accepts the idea of man's frailty, and offers
him not perfection, but redemption through a God of
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love. In this sense, "the cross is the crucial event in history," according to Muste, for it teaches man the need
for the kind of suffering love which Christ demonstrated. Such a Church, unlike a State or Party, cannot become oppressive because it renounces its own inherent
worth, and refuses to resist evil or anything else with
anything more violent than love. This is the essence of
the Christian pacifism which Muste professed until his
death. At least for him, it was the culmination, after
trial by fire, of a position which began very similarly to
that of many of today's Christian radicals.

Religion Must be Irrelevant to Revolution
What the experience of A. J. Muste might teach today's Christian radical is unclear, but perhaps some
suggestions cal). be made. Hopefully, there is something
more involved than the cynical observation that there
is nothing new under the sun. First, it seems that Christian radicals must continually remind themselves of
how enslaved is their thinking to current events and
current secular ideology. Though he was a singularly
thoughtful, objective, and concerned human being,
Muste was always strongly influenced - almost dominated - by the philosophies of the movements with
which he was associated.
Muste considered his entire experience with Marxism, for example, in relationship to his ethical stance both his commitment to Marxism and later his break
with it. Yet Muste's detour into and out of Marxism
coincided chronologically with that of many other intellectuals who professed no Christian ethic. The events
of the time - the Depression and the activities of the
Comintern as well as the Trotskyist Fourth International - appear to have had an influence at least as important, if not more important, than presumably transcendent values.
Another lesson which the Christian radical of today
might learn from Muste's experience is the realization
of how easy it is to allow the end to justify the means.
During his Marxist period, Muste abandoned his pacifist beliefs, because he felt pacifism might interfere with
the revolution. "I chose revolution," he said, "recognizing that it might involve violence." Only after several
years of inner struggle did Muste realize that in abandoning the means of non-violence he had actually
abandoned the end which he ultimately s.ought: the
reconciliation of opposing human factions and societies.
In important ways, contemporary Christian radicals,
such as the Berrigan brothers, are following in Muste's
foot-steps, and are allowing ends to dictate means. The
Berrigans and their supporters, though professing nonviolence themselves, have tended to "understand," if
not directly support, the use of violence by oppressed
people. In their zeal to upset the war system, they have
allowed a little free-play in their creed of non-violence.
Thomas Merton, for example, who was a mentor to the
Berrigans, had serious doubts about the Catonsville
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draft board raid, describing it as "bordering" on violence. He greatly feared that violence would lead the
peace movement into self-contradiction. Muste felt the
same - once he had shaken off the notion that a noble
end justifies ignoble means.

r

But, I think that Muste's most important bequest to
contemporary Christian radicalism is a positive one.
Muste's mistakes and struggles in the twenties and thirties are revealing, but his final ethical orientation is
most significant. Having experienced first hand the
tyranny of the self-righteous Party, Muste sought to
avoid the same development for the Church. The
Church, as Muste perceived it, must renounce its own
worth and its own power, if it is to be free to engage in
radical love. "Too often," Muste said, "when it has
dared to claim divine authority the Church has sought
to exercise power by worldly means." Thus, the Church
becomes just another Party.
Some contemporary, non-Christian radicals have
argued along similar lines. In the November, 1969,
issue of Commonweal, Michael Harrington wams
against making tactics a function of the eternal. The
belief that God is in favor of a particular type of radical
action "implies a super-natural legitimacy for a human
choice of means to an end." Like Muste, Harrington
believes that when men declare that "god has ordained
this particular strategy, that is usually the prelude to
intolerance and messianism." Harrington concludes
that:
There is, in short, a great danger and a great potential in the tremendous awakening of the religious-social conscience. The danger is that the inspiration of transcendental values will be identified

with particular tactics and that men will claim godly
sanction for human strategies.
In a way, then , religion and the Church must be irrelevant in the drive for social revolution. But perhaps
Christianity can contribute something of value. Obviously, Muste believed it could - something quite
dear, quite necessary, and quite unique. This, as I, have
pointed out, is the concept of redemption and of suffering love. In this, Muste was not alone. This same position was stated by Reinhold Niebuhr in The Children
of Light and the Children of Darkness:
The hope of Christian faith that the divine power
which bears history can complete what even the
highest human striving must leave incomplete, and
can purify the corruptions which appear in even the
purest human aspirations, is an indispensable prerequisite for diligent fulfillment of our historic
tasks.
But Muste was willing to go further than Niebuhr in
his personal commitment to pacifism and to social radicalism, and it is in this that Muste's legacy becomes
apparent. Even with a view of the frailty of human nature in mind, even with a view of his own frailty and
personal failures in mind, he still never shrank from
his commitment to involvement in social action.
This was the decision, not of a self-righteous man who
thought he had been granted perfect understanding
from God, but of a man who understood (though his
understanding came late in life) the meaning of redemption. Muste no doubt would agree, were he alive, with
the priest (one of the participants in the Milwaukee 14
raid) who said that while a person can never know for
sure what tactic is correct, it is certain that "it is wrong
to do nothing."

From the Chapel

Christmas Comes into Our Dumah

I

By HORACE HUMMEL
Visiting Assistant Professor of Theology
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indiana

The oracle concerning Dumah.
One is calling to me from Seir.
"Watchman, what of the night?
Watchman, what of the night?"
The watchman says:
"Morning comes, and also the night.
If you will inquire, inquire; come back again."

Isaiah 21:11-12
At first glance, our text is perhaps just another of
those difficult and obscure parts of Scripture which we
all too readily "expound" by skipping over. The obDecember, 1971

scurity of this text is only apparently relieved by the
fact that the familiar Advent hymn, "Watchman, tell
us of the night," takes off from it. Like many sermons
however, the hymn uses its text as a pretext, and, in fact,
really makes the text say precisely the opposite of what
it really does.
Not, of course, that there are no difficulties in the
text. In fact, as usual, the more commentaries you read,
the more obscurities, at least in detail , that you become
aware of. But, again as usual, if we waited for the commentators to solve all problems, we really would "come
back again" - and again, as our text has it. Sometimes
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one is even cynical enough to suspect that that's what
Isaiah may have had in mind!
More seriously, however, if we don't give up on this
text too soon, I think we discover that it really is a concise and almost epigrammatic summary of much of
what the prophets had to say, especially in their "Gentile oracles" or oracles against foreign nations which
bulk so large in most of their books.
This one is directed against "Dumah." Where in the
world is that? Well, this is technical difficulty #1 in the
text, but one which need not detain us long. The most
likely candidate is an oasis called el-Jof today, in the
middle of the Arabian desert about halfway to the Persian Gulf, and hence very important for the caravan
trade, which at this time was controlled by Edam. That
Edam is the real target is indicated by the fact that in
typical Hebrew poetic style, "Dumah" is paralleled in
the next line by "Seir," a well-known synonym for
Edam.
Edam, of course, is condemned a lot in the Old Testament. That's about all there is to the tiny book of
Obadiah. What message can there possibly be in that
for us? I suspect that many people leave it at that! Nor
do we have any lack of professional interpretors who
also read it with "cow's eyes," as Luther liked to say,
and see nothing more here than an irrelevant record of
the rivalry and hatred of two small ancient nations.
Some of those elements are there, of course, precisely
because Israel was, if you will, a political state as well
as a "church."
That fact brings to mind a second major misunderstandin~ of texts like this one. The Christian church ,
in contrast to ancient Israel, is not a political state.
That is part of the difference between the old and new
Israel, between the old and the new testaments. If the
church does not remain above and announce God's
standing judgment on all the kingdoms of this world
and on all the cultures and subcultures of this world,
it has denied its essential nature and become merely
another (religious) culture.
While I am clearing away debris at the beginning of
this sermon, I have to score a second aberration. This
one also forgets what the church really is and is just
as "bovine" as the aberration which sees only ancient
history in the text. This is the aberration of trying to
wax "prophetic" by simply substituting "America ,"
the "United Nations," the "military-industrial complex," or whatever where the Bible has "Dumah,"
"Israel," "Jerusalem," or whatever. The aberration in
that reading is that it doesn't judge spiritual things
spiritually, doesn't let Scripture interpret Scripture,
and runs the risk of transmuting the Gospel into a thisworldly social and political program. Such programs
renounce the New Testament's proclamation that Israel
found its fulfillment in the church, as a supra-political
community of the end-time, the time of our Lord's advent, not in any kind of political community.
Already from Old Testament parallels it is clear that
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"Edam" often refers to not only that one tiny state, but
is also a symbol of the whole world, of all the kingdoms
of this world as well as the "world" within us. In fact,
"Dumah" can be read symbolically in the original language as "Edam" spelled backwards, as well as the historical name of one of that country's major centers.
That interpretation isn't favored very much today, but
it's still very possible.
For this is precisely what "world" means by biblical
definition, especially in Isaiah and St. John's Gospel.
Esau, the forefather of Edam, had spurned his birthright, and all of his spiritual descendants willingly
follow their leader into the "world." The "world" does
not and cannot seek God's will or let His kingdom
come. It "cannot not sin." It is no longer able to get its
signals straight; it can't help but confuse creature and
Creator. All of its righteousnesses are before God like
a menstruous rag. It congenitally calls light darkness
and darkness light. It looks for justice , but there is none;
for salvation, but it is far away - to heap up just a few
of Isaiah's telling figures .
And there may be yet another pun in this word "Dumah" (the prophets loved to play such word-games).
"Dumah" is also the Hebrew word for "silence," and
sometimes specifically the silence of death, of the desert, of the grave. (In later Jewish lore, "Dumah" even
becomes the name of an angel from the realm of the
dead.) The text develops the picture of silence. Both in
this world and the next, there is no answer - only
sepulchral silence. Dumah's "quest for truth" is, indeed,
"open to the future" - but forever! The only message
that really comes through is that one at the exit from
God's lovely garden that says, "You are dust, and to
dust you shall JCeturn."
"Watchman, what of the night?" Who is this sentinel
high on the ramparts? In the context, as often in the
Bible, there is no doubt that the "watchman" is none
other than the prophet himself, that is, God's spokesman to and for the community of the elect. And outside
of that community, outside of the city of God, there is
no salvation! Without that understanding of the "scandal of particularity," our text, like most of the Bible,
is not only incomprehensible, but also utterly ridiculous.
In spite of the intrinsic offence of the cross, there are

,... _ _ From a Poet's Letter to his Mother on
What is really celebrated in this night is the myst
greater - spiritually - than the standing one.
A human being down devout on his knees may l<
unable to distinguish between large and small. But ev•
as tall as a child, he could still not be called small. f1
ing to the force of gravity in his knees, and by so doi1
equal to depth.
And since heights have always been immeasurab
fathom out depth?
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times when the world makes as if to swallow its pride
long enough to see if the church has any answers - for
all of its penultimate problems. Of course, those are
not the right questions to ask the true prophet. But,
never mind, neither now nor in the Old Testament has
there ever been any lack of false prophets only too eager
to "let the world set the church's agenda," to meet the
world on its own - that is, on worldly terms.
The true prophet can't be quite so "relevant" however. At first he prefers not to answer a wrong question
at all. But when the false prophets have ceased without
satisfying, the desperate cry comes back more insistent
than ever. "Watchman, what of the night?"

The Message of Advent We Are Worse OH than We Thought
Finally, the oracle speaks: "Moming comes, and also
the night." (Or, as Luther translated it: "When morning comes, it will still be night.") "If you will inquire,
inquire; come back again."
Very helpful and practical, isn't that? A mighty poor
job of counselling! Just like a preacher! The point today is that that is the message of Advent, and without it
the message of Christmas will never be heard either.
The initial answer is just as negative as can possibly be.
It is "Law" in the specifically Lutheran sense. It is that
"most Mosaic Moses," the archetypal prophet, who first
of all must lead us through a lot of unleaming and who
must show us how hopelessly mixed up, even beyond
our worst nightmares, we really are.
"When moming comes, it will still be night." That is,
we, inasmuch as we are still "world" ourselves, and as
long as world stays world, actually get further from our
goal, the faster we run, because we are on the wrong
road. The more promising the solution, the more awful
the darkness when it faiis. Our greatest ideas and noblest ideals lead, not back to Paradise, but deeper into
the trackless desert. Each age builds its towers of Babel,
and cherishes messiahs galore, all crying, "Lo here"
and "Lo there."
The list is endless. Wasn't education supposed to lead
us into the Promised Land? Our goal is still better and
more universal education. None of us would deny that

mas E v e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
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humbly kneeling man who by doing so becomes

Pht optic of his surroundings, might even become
neeling man in his doubled-up posture is hardly
the scale has moved out of its place by his yield~ady belongs to a sphere wherein height becomes
eyes and technical devices - who could claim to
RAINER MARIA RILKE
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it was a light of sorts, but scarcely the light. When moming came, it was still night! Who was it who said that if
you educate a devil, all you get is - an educated devil?
If the past few years have taught us anything, it's surely
been that!
Or shall we take sex education specifically? What
purified libidoes, what idyllic marriages, what perfect
orgasms that was going to bestow upon us! Few of us
would care to assert that that dream is entirely a fata
morgana without any real moming, but today, if anything, the primordial question is heard out of our darkness more hauntingly than ever! "Who told you that
you were naked?"
Or shall we turn to the social realm, to the labor
unions, that great cause of literalism in yesteryear?
If we could just unite the noble working-men of the
world over against those selfish capitalist exploiters,
eliminate the profit motive, share and share alike, what
a lovely world this would be! Once again, nobody here,
I'm sure, would care to tum back the clock and outlaw
the unions, but one doesn't have to be too bright to note
how many unions today exhibit a "public be damned"
attitude every bit as crass as some old-style barons, and
how many have become among the most reactionary
forces in our society. The fatherhood of God and
brotherhood of man haven't been won yet.
So round and round it goes. A seemingly endless
cycle of wild enthusiasm and sober second thoughts, of
swings of the pendulum from extreme to extreme, son
against father and back again in grandson. No wonder
that "He who sits in the heavens laughs."
Maybe most ridiculous of all is that we often don't
even realize when circumstances have changed enough
that we should reverse fields, and so the opponent does
us in from behind. Sex is a good example again. No
doubt, there was a time when our major stress had to be
that sex is not intrinsically evil, is to be enjoyed in its
proper place, etc. While that point still has to be made,
of course, I can't see that it's any longer the major thing
that has to be accented among many of our young people - but you'd never know it from many of our leading spokesmen on the subject!
Or let's consider the Lutheran "two-kingdom ethic,"
that favorite whipping-boy of social activists. No doubt,
time was when the misunderstanding had to be corrected that would use that formula to justify quietism or a
dichotomy of our religious and secular life. But from
many a soapbox today you'd never hear any realization
that our danger now is just the opposite, that of changing the gospel' into a social and political message. Beating dead horses is likely only to make a bigger stink!
In fact, sometimes one might ask if that isn't being done
deliberately so no one will be able to sniff out what is
really going on!
Be that as it may, perhaps at this point we can discem
yet another pun in our text, as in so many of this sort.
The word translated "oracle" at the beginning can also
mean "burden," as, in fact, most of the older translations
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rendered it. Jeremiah brings his famous sermon against
false prophets to a climax by building on that meaning
of the word. Indeed, this is the burden of Dumah, of
the world, of ourselves apart from Christ, that Sisyphuslike we are forever condemned to repeat the same mistakes. "A tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
but signifying nothing."
Is that all the true prophet has to say? Keep on inquiring? Come back again? Even that sounds like rubbing salt in wounds. To tell a dying man to stop dying well, only God can do that! Maybe, just maybe, our text
hints at that too, because the word translated "again"
can also mean "return," that is, the usual Hebrew term
for "repent." Whether or not that is technically the case
or not, we certainly are justified in inferring it from the
total context of the book of Isaiah as well as of the entire
Scriptures, at least if we still confess that it finally all
has one author, God the Holy Spirit.
Until one has come back time and time again without
satisfaction, until one learns how dark his darkness
really is in spite of all the neon lights of this world, can
one truly confess the motto of this university, "In your
light we shall see light." His is light enough to see
through the fallacy of modern paganism's "God accepts
you as you are" and to realize that God demands "Be
holy as I am holy." His is a demand we can't even come
within shooting distance of meeting except by the gift
of His own Son, who took upon Himself our flesh so
that He might share with us the demand met and satis-

fied. When we have died and risen in baptism with Him,
only then can we really come back to the Father's house,
stop being Dumah and enter into the eternal morning
without night forevermore. Only then too can we justify
the liberties the Advent hymn takes with the text. The
watchman does have an answer, and, indeed, the Answer, but only in God's good time: "Trav'ler, yes, it
brings the day, Promised day of Israel."
Is not the neglect of this entire message of Advent
one of the major reasons why our Christmases are often
so spiritually unsatisfying? The "bright and morningstar" shines forth just before dawn when the night is
traditionally the blackest. Christ did not merely come
once upon a fine day, but he came into Dumah, our
Dumah, crying vainly for redemption.
As long as our Christmases are and must be always
balanced by Advents, can we summarize and conclude
it better than in the superbly beautiful words of the
Collect for Christmas Night?

0 God, who hast made this most holy night
to shine with the brightness of the true light,
grant, we beseech Thee, that, as we have known
on earth the mysteries of that Light,
we may also come to the fullness of its joys
in heaven; through the same Jesus Christ,
Thy Son, our Lord.
Amen.

The Theatre

Prophet Taking on Broadway
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------By WALTER SORELL

The rock-bottom fell out of the theatrical heavens
whenfesus Christ Superstar was mounted at the Mark
Hellinger Theatre. Rock music in excruciating amplification is, I suppose, the vengeful expression of our
time, and as such fully justified and perhaps a cross we
must bear. But I have long had qualms about seeing an
impersonation of Jesus on stage. I have admired the
skill of a Ghelderode and other older playwrights in
dealing with the heart of their matter without dragging
the figure of Christ on stage. But those were the good
old days when aesthetic distance mattered in the arts and when the public was not so light-heartedly duped
into embracing the pedestrian word, the derivative, if
catchy, tune, and visual surprises for the sake of surprise.
I do not want to pass theological judgment on what
the lyricist (Tim Rice), composer (Andrew Lloyd Webber), and director (Tom O'Horgan) have plotted in this
show. Enough ecclesiastical organizations and individuals have come out against it (and some for it) already.
All I can say from a theatregoer's viewpoint is that the
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production is a vulgarization of cheapness and a cheapening of the vulgar. I think one can accept any attempt
to lift up the humanity of Christ, and I don't mind a bit
to be told that Jesus had a normal reaction to Mary Magdalen. What is so disturbing is the total lack of a sense of
the poetic in human life, his or ours.
Tom O'Horgan is a director of dependable abilities,
even though he often seems inclined to overdo his
stage effects. There is no doubt in my mind that here
he wanted to outdo Peter Brook - who has proved
several times to be something of a genius as a regisseur
- and the result is an outrageous failure. Artistic failures may be understandable and pardonable, but this
failure is neither. It is, however, memorable for its outrage .
Brook's total success in giving A Midsummer Night's
Dream a circus atmosphere only heightened the play's
poetic value. O'Horgan's circus world around Jesus,
his passion and Passion, is out to overwhelm us with
dramaturgically incoherent tricks. He dazzles ad nauseam as if he could not trust the stageworthiness of the
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lyrics and music which have found, rightly or wrongly,
many millions of listeners. His stage ideas are bold
without being exciting.
Most records taken from musical shows evoke pleasant memories of the shows themselves. In this case, a
show was based on a best-selling record. It should not
have been done. Based on the record's success the show
had a record pre-sale of tickets. Is ours the time to cash
in on the prophets, to give Jesus a corny pop art appearance? (Shows of artistic merit can be based on this subject matter - as proved by the off-Broadway production Godspell of which I will speak in January, but this
is my month of reckoning with the superphony successes of the day.)
A kiss is a kiss is a kiss. It is c;lifficult to draw the
line between innocent sensual and outright erotic stimulation. It probably depends on your personal needs
and imagination. I am speaking of another huge success
which certainly is a show though it may not be theatre.
The James Joyce Memorial Liquid Theatre is a kind of
"Do-It-Yourself' theatre carrying audience participation to its final triumph. The JJML T hailing from Los
Angeles cashes in on the therapeutic need of the customers.
Acting is make-believe.
The actors of this show maintain that by kissing and
caressing each member of the audience - however
closed his eyes may be - they do not playact but are
serious about their messianic message of making you
feel good by sending you on a trip filled with tactile
sensations and suggestive sights, sounds and smells.
I say they playact.
They claim they want to create in us a feeling of being,
of nonverbal communication, of loving for the sake of
mere love. They claim they want to make us rediscover
innocent, childlike sensuality.
Is there such a thing?
The whole production is a series of games with the

exception of one little dance-play about Adam and Eve.
All this reminded me of my early childhood when we
children played family and inevitably someone had to
fall sick to be examined, in the nude, by the "doctor."
Of course, this too was innocent, childlike sensuality.
Of course, for us children it was theatre as well as sexual
gratification. We could have claimed the same innocence as the Liquid Theatre at the Guggenheim Museum, had we known at that age how to pretend that we
are not serious when we were serious and vice versa.
The actors are disguised as guides - or are they counselors or teachers or simply hosts and hostesses? They
make you take off your shoes and belongings and quickly involve you in the game with a group playing human
statues, shaking your partner, saying hello with your
eyes, imitating other people's gestures and grimaces.
The most amazing part is the maze through which you
are guided, with your eyes closed, kissed on your
cheeks, touched and embraced and made to stroke someone's hair. In another room, dimly lit, filled with gentle
music and projections, you do other things and finally
roll over one another, eyes closed again. It is always
the physical contact which counts. And so it &"oes until
you are catapulted into loud rock music and a dancing
for all.
All these happenings have the stamp of gentleness,
pretended innocence. Some people feel embarrassed
about all this, some relieved. It is as expensive as an expensive musical on Broadway, but it is far less expensive than a session with your psychoanalyst. And for all
I know it may have the same short-lived effect on some.
There is no pity and terror about this experience as
with the ancient Greeks when they went to their communal theatres. It is all touch and go.
Well, I don't care any more about how sick our sick
society is. But for Superstar's sake, is no one around to
save the arts?

Music

The Sounds of France
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y WILLIAM F. EIFRIG, JR.

While my editor has been chafing over a deadline
past, I have been touring France. I packed the family
into an improvised camper and set out to make the acquaintance of Touraine, Brittany, and Normandy. The
newspapers which accumulated in my absence from
general headquarters would have me believe that some
rather important things happened in those ten days.
I am, however, not tempted to search for the imp~rt
ance to music of China's entry into the UN, British entry
into the Common Market, and the US cut in foreign aid.
Certainly there will be effects upon musicmaking and
the lives of musicians. But seen against the breadth of
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history which is impressed upon the landscape and
people of France, such headlined events seem ioo short
lived and too clamorous to displace the meditations of
a lovely autumn in a land so richly blessed by the Creator.
What were the thoughts of the meditating mind? Oh,
no mountain-top experiences. Only some random reflections upon the connection of sound and sight.
There was Chenonceaux, that lovely royal house set
in the river Cher since the sixteenth century. White
walls and turrets, blue slate roofs, and decorative gardens are the setting for a society from which all care17

lessness was banned and in which insensitivity became a
crime. The owners of this house know the special character of the building and display it with a judicious use
of sound.
Chenonceaux is filled with music. The visitor hears
it through the open entry doorway and in all the rooms .
The sounds of sixteenth century arias and dances conjure the illusion of a splendid party in progress. The
travel-weary clothing of one's touring companions
fades away; we are part of a great crowd enjoying the
hospitality of a festive occasion. We do not so much look
at the rooms and their furnishings; we live in them.
The music is, of course, recorded and the source is
ultimately discovered, a small speaker discreetly fitted
into a niche in the ballroom. The location is right. It is
in the large expanse of the ballroom that the musicians
would be playing. In an upstairs bedroom the sound
from the ballroom is heard in proper muted perspective.
At Chenonceaux we moved freely about with a written description in hand. We heard a grand house filled
with people and music in the grand gal/erie. At other
stately homes in the Loire valley (there must be a hundred in all) we listened to lectures by official guides
and moved in herded groups. A single voice echoed in
cavernous rooms as in a mausoleum. At Chenonceaux
the stones were alive.
It was the experience of hearing a building in use
that made our first day at Chartres memorable. Shortly
after our arrival a procession of French youth, members
of what appeared to be an ecclesiastical equivalent of
the Scouts, came through the wide open west doors
singing a simple, modern hymn to Our Lady in the style
of a folksong. Th ~ stanzas were repeated many times
and the vaults resonat( l more and more as the youthful
army filled every part of the nave, transepts, and choir.
Visitors and parents were left to stand in the side aisles.
When about half of the throng had made its way into the
beautiful building, the organ joined their singing and
the sound swelled still more. Ultimately the song could
bear repetition no longer and the powerful instrument
took over in a grand improvisation. After the fifteen
minute procession Mass was sung. Organ, congregation,
choirs, and solo voices joined in a liturgical spectacular.
This is a cathedral still alive.
The next day we had the good fortune to look at
Chartres through the eyes of an intelligent and sensible
guide. Rather than attempt the impossibility of a complete tour, he helped us see three windows and the
statuary of one portal. As he domonstrated the interaction and logic of scholastic symbols I realized suddenly what sounds my ear longed to hear in that place. The
modern hymn of the day before had used the space and
the obvious splendor of the church but it never attuned
itself to the finer spirit that is embodied there.
The architecture, windows, and the sculpture of
Editor's Note:
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Chartres are always more than they seem on the surface.
Colors, lines, and shapes draw the mind through the
senses to a contemplation of the medieval theological
verities. Old and New Testament stories are set as parallels. A rank of diverse figures are united in their reflection of Christ's attributes. Exterior reflects interior.
The creation narrative reaches its apex in the creation
of man. Adam and God join in a affectionate unity at
the keystone of the vault while the descending sides of
the vault show man's fall from grace.
There is music that links senses and intellect in just
this way. I didn't hear it at Chartres. I hope to someday.
My imagination hears it there now and knows it to be
the right setting. Music of the time of Chartres' building, music of scholasticism, music of the thirteenth century, the motet. These rather short compositions delight
the ear first with dazzling combinations of lines and harmonies. Then the mind of the composer reveals constructs of logical proportions and dimensions and of
symbolic interaction and reinforcement among the
several texts sung simultaneously.
Many cathedrals were built over several ages. Their
unity is a continuing of time. There twentieth century
sound may be part of the fulfillment of the building. At
Chartres, though, the whole was built at one time and
the church is a monument to the finest thought of a
single age.
The response of French Catholics to the vernacularization of the Mass in the churches I visited appears to
be more confident and solid than the response among
American Catholics. I was impressed favorably with
congregational singing in the offices and with the vitality of a corporate worship that did not sacrifice dignity
and tradition in the change of language.

On the Cook's Tour
And I ate in France. Ah, the pleasure of it. Not the
least of my delights was the vindication of· my theory
that food well-prepared requires no distraction of musical noise for its enjoyment. Only once was there Muzak
and then the surroundings and the food suggested a
conrern for efficiency and profit that made the intrusion appropriate. In Amiens the cook's radio could be
heard from the kitchen. The effect was pleasant in the
dining room. There was a person living back there,
sending out samples of his work, but we were not the
whole of his existence. There was still the news and a
favorite tune or two.
For the most part though we ate well in rooms having
colors well chosen to please the eye and upholstered
sufficiently to please the ear with the musical sounds of
glasses, china, and silver played upon by contented
diners.
Chafe on, my editor. Perhaps the next holiday will
be yours.

Bill , the next time your clothing fades away at a festive occasion , possibly it's time to come home? I should think you would get
chafed. Until your safe and smooth return, Merry Christmas and a good Twelfth Night to you -wherever you are !
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See-ing

By CHARLES VANDERSEE

Something of What Literature Says
Like most people who teach useless subjects like literature, art, and music, I stand aside every now and then
to look for an explanation of what I am doing.
English departments in colleges and universities do
not spend much time on practical affairs like how to
write a good business letter or how to make a literate
speech. Mostly all we do is have students read what is
called "literature."
This is an enormous category of writing ranging, you
might say, from the medieval A ncren Riwle to the novels of William Burroughs, the A ncren Riwle being an
engrossing and gentle treatise on how to be a good nun,
while Burroughs' latest book has been reviewed as
"brutal hagiography" full of destructive, virus-like
characters, "demon saints purged of hope or desire."
(The last resort of a puzzled reviewer is passionate paradox.)
The impulse to say something about what literature
means arises from a train of thought set in motion as I
was reading The Portrait of a Lady for class. This is a
long novel by Henry James, published in 1881, a beautifully-written book that explores with great subtlety
the mind and feelings of a naive American girl who has
gone to Europe and there made a very bad marriage.
My students are bored speechless.
What struck me in the book this time was James's
attention to the theme of bad judgment. Isabel Archer
is a very bright girl, but she has never in her limited
experience run into people who are genuinely evil,
while masking themselves as brilliant and superior.
Some of those "demon saints," if you will - or saintly
demons, rather.
She is advised against the marriage, but defends her
middle-aged fiance with a most interesting judgment:
"He has a great respect for himself. It makes one more
sure to respect others." In other words, "To thine own
self be true," and it follows that "thou canst not then be
false to any man."
Is she ever wrong! What she takes for dignified selfrespect in her husband is much more than that; it is the
most callous and deliberate selfishness. And that is the
drama of the story - a brilliant girl foiled by one mammoth miscalculation and then faced with a ruined life
stretching before her.
To me this whole situation is worth endless meditation. Without realizing it until too late, she has risked
everything for the sake of one little cliche or slogan .
Since he respects himself so much he must also cherish
other people - but he doesn't. She sacrifices her happiDecember, 1971

ness for a faulty syllogism.
I began to think of other literary works in which we
see this happen - a person who makes a bad decision
on the basis of cliche, folk wisdom, unexamined dogma,
and then is forced to enter the realm of true tragedy by
realizing the mistake and suffering for it.
Arthur Miller's play All My Sons is an example. Here
the cliche is "Charity begins (and ends) at home."
In this play a manufacturer of airplane parts during
World War II cuts corners on quality, knowing that
fast production is what the government wants and that
inspection is casual. He's raking in the profits and
stashing plenty of money aside for his family - and
then one day a defective plane crashes, piloted by his
son.
The truth comes out, and Joe Keller has no choice
but to regard himself as a murderer - the tragedy of a
man with a sense of responsibility no wider than his
little family.
Then there is F. Scott Fitzgerald's Jay Gatsby, a
wealthy man with a Long Island mansion, an expensive
bash every weekend for the Beautiful People, and closets full of gorgeous clothes. It's all a part of a plan to
repossess the girl he lost in Louisville five years earlier
to another suitor. When a well-meaning friend advises
him, "You can't repeat the past," Gatsby retorts (with
what turns out to be tragic persistence): "Why of course
you can!" And he dies trying.
Whenever I read that passage I see in my mind's eye
the many other people who live grumbling and unhappy lives in the present because their energies are
really devoted to trying to repeat the past, "the good
old days." At best, the past can only be remembered; at
worst, dangerously romanticized.
What I'm saying is that one of the great values of
literature to me is the way it constantly exposes the
cliches, rationalizations, stupid slogans, and narrow
maxims that we all live by and damage our lives (and
others') with.
The train of thought leads around finally to a sort of
Christmas message, I guess. When it comes to a question
of whether the words and sayings we live by are really
good ones, or whether they may be working to destroy
us, there is one touchstone with which to test them: "In
the beginning was THE Word." When our pet slogans
don't jibe with that, we really ought to give them up.
What remains is life - life purged of the tumors, desires, and viruses brought on by foolish and destructive
words.
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Political Affairs

Crime and Ramsey Clark
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Bv~AMESNUECHTERLEIN

There is perhaps no more useful document available for an understanding of the crisis of contemporary
American liberalism than Ramsey Clark's Crime in
America. The former Attomey General's analysis of
one of our most fundamental domestic issues demonstrates all too depressingly the decline of liberal
thought.
This is not to say that the book is without merit. Clark
is an intelligent, knowledgeable citizen, and he makes
a number of useful observations and suggestions concerning, among other things, the social costs of poverty,
the results of black migration, the need for effective gun
control, the brutalizing effects of slum life and the urgency of improved police training. This has traditionally been the great strength of American liberalism its healthy emphasis on spotlighting specific social
needs and providing specific political and economic
remedies. The book further displays in acute form ,
however, that fundamental shallowness of social philosophy that has with unfortunate frequency also been a
hallmark of the American liberal tradition.
Basic to Clark's failure of understanding is his almost
pure environmentalism. People do not cause crime ;
society does. It does so by allowing the perpetuation of
such evils as poverty, slums, racism, ignorance and official violence. Clark's poor and deprived are apparently
devoid of any independent moral faculties. They are
simply people to whom things happen : "What they are
and what th.e y experienced came largely from society
The solution to crime, then, is magnificently simple.
Eliminate social evils and most major crime will disappear: "Healthy people in a just and concemed society
will not commit significant crime." It's all a matter of
will and of how much we care. Even during that awkward interim while we're whipping up enough caring
to abolish social evils, crime can easily be handled.
The magic cure here is rehabilitation, since, as .statistics make clear, so much of our crime is committed by
repeaters. The problem up to now in this area is that we
haven't cared enough to rehabilitate first offenders,
which process is apparently no more difficult than ending social injustice : "Those close to the [rehabilitation]
experience know it will work if sufficient effort is made .
It will work because it has to work." And once rehabilitated, "an individual will not have the capacity - cannot bring himself - to injure another or take or destroy
property."
There is, in fact, almost nothing in the way of social
conditioning that we cannot accomplish. Not only violent crime but violence itself can be engineered away:
"Behavioral scientists can tell us how to condition vio20

lence from our personal capability. Psychiatry, psychology, anthropology and sociology hold the key . . ..
We can do this. " And the lion shall lie down with the
lamb and neither shall the nations study war any more.
To avoid misunderstanding, let me state at once that
there is a good deal of practical sense buried beneath
this philosophical marshmallow. Of cours~ there is a
relationship between injustice and crime, and significant reduction of social ills accompanied by better rehabilitation techniques, better courts, better police,
etc. would almost certainly reduce substantially the incidence of criminal behavior. Furthermore, there is
much to be said for the kind of positive approach that
assumes that social problems are not beyond the wit of
man to alleviate.
But antisocial behavior is not simply a function of
inadequate social arrangements, as Clark supposes, nor
are the solutions for our difficulties nearly so easily
effected as he thinks . The liberal act of faith that human
nature is, if not benign, at least infinitely malleable
cannot survive historical scrutiny, and no society can by
a simple act of will solve its major problems - at least
not without erecting other, perhaps equally destructive ,
problems in their place. There are depths of human behavior and complexities of social processes that Clark's
analysis never appears to comprehend, much less take
into account.
If, for example, crime is essentially a function of
poverty, how can we explain a rising crime rate in a
time of decreasing poverty ? The stock liberal response
of relative deprivation - things may be obj ectiv ely
better but increased expectations produce the perception of increased degradation - has as a logical corollary that to improve conditions won't really help, at
least not so long as the mechanical rabbit of desire is
made to run perpetually faster than the pursuing dog of
social reform.
Expectations, in other words, are as much a part of
social reality as material conditions. Attitudes affect behavior, including criminal behavior. Here Clark's behavioralism, like that of B.F. Skinner, is curiously onesided: his environmental conditioners include a wealth
of carrots but no sticks. He simply will not. admit the
possibility that any kind of "hard line" can ever succeed. Clark insists again and again , without documentation, sense of history or even common sense, that coercive actions will not work. Another act of faith.
He is of course right in arguing that the "law and order" line will not, by itself, solve the crime problem .
But it must require almost willful blindness to suppose
that the fear and anger of Middle America about" crime
is simply, as Clark repeatedly implies, the product of
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self-serving and divisive politicians. That fear and that
anger are legitimate, as should be obvious in any realistic view of life on our city streets.
Violent crime must be reduced now, and we cannot
depend for that on liberal reform prescriptions alone.
Society cannot indefinitely tolerate the kind of casual
violence that any citizen invites on himself by venturing out day or night into increasingly large sections of
American cities. To understand, sympathetically as we
must, the conditions if the poor should not become
synonymous with condoning any sort of behavior, however brutal, on their part. Without the assumption of
the ultimate moral and legal responsibility of the individual for his own actions, the very possibility of
civilized society collapses. The poor are victims, but
they are not simply victims, and it should be noted,
as Clark himself shows, that the very great majority of
the poor do not commit serious crime.
What is tragic about Clark's analysis is that it will

hasten the very polarization of society he so fervently
decries and so sincerely hopes to avoid. To him, the
alternatives concerning crime are every bit as stark as
they appear to the extreme right: crime is a product
exclusively of either personal morality or social conditioning, and the solution is either repression or reform. If Clark's reductionism succeeds, if society must
in fact choose between coercion unrelieved by compassion and humanitarian reform unaccompanied by necessary force , then out of the basic instinct of survival we
will choose coercion.
It is to this kind of Hobson's choice that the great
liberal simplifiers may yet drive us. The failure of
Ramsey Clark is one neither of intelligence or knowledge but of philosophical poverty. Must liberalism inevitably drift into sentimentality, must compassion and
desire for reform constantly produce intellectual and
moral vapidity?

Urban Affairs

Poverty and Frank Church

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ByGALENGOCKEL
The dominant institutions of American society are
nothing if not consistent in their relations with the
poor. I have been impressed with recent analyses of the
way our federal government not only represents but
also protects those forces which already possess economic and political power over the remainder of the citizenry.
I was particularly struck by Senator Frank Church's
explanation of his vote against the foreign aid program
last month. His analysis of the relations of the United
States to other nations applies remarkably well to the
federal government's relations to the poor in the various
domestic programs born of the New Deal and the Great
Society.
Consider the following excerpts from Senator
Church's floor speech. The only modifications are mine
in italics and parentheses.
"In both Latin America (Chicago) and the rest of the
third world (other inner cities) the conviction is taking
increasing hold that the poverty of the poor countries
(communities) is not the result of imperfections in the
old 'models' of development but rather the inevitable
result of the policies and practices of the rich countries
(powerful institutions)."
Church added: "No infusion of capital and know-how
from without can galvanize any society (community) in
which the rewards of development are grabbed up by a
small privileged caste while the majority of people are
left hopeless, debilitated and demoralized ....
"Reactionary regimes (local governments) have
neither the ability nor the interest to foster . . . social
justice. They value aid from the United States (federal
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government) as a means of maintaining, not of abolishing, inequalities of wealth and power. The lip service
paid to reform is a crumb for their benefactors; it helps
to make the Americans (federal officials) feel good and
it costs them nothing. In fact, American (federal) economic aid is commonly used to promote industrialization (economic development) programs which generate
a high level of consumption for the privileged, with
little, if any 'trickle down' benefit for the dispossessed.
"At the same time, American (federal) military assistance, and such para-military programs as the training
and equipping of a country's (citys) police force, help
such regimes as those of Brazil, Greece and Pakistan
(Chicago, Albany, and Jackson) to suppress reformist
movements."
The public seldom if ever views welfare programs as
consciously devised mechanisms through which those
who hold power exercise and preserve it. Yet this perspective makes increasing sense, whether one is dealing
in international terms or viewing the domestic urban
landscape.
Consider the case of public housing. In his extended
analysis of the Chicago situation, Harold Baron concludes that the Chicago Housing Authority "rules the
lives of a subject population that constitutes one-eighth
of all black people in Chicago. In the last analysis, this
rule is conducted according to an order of priorities in
which the interests of the most powerful political and
financial groups in the metropolitan area come first.
Next in this line come the maintenance and aggrandizement of the CHA bureaucracy."
Public housing was born in the Housing Act of 1937,
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a characteristic piece of New Deal legislation. Its authorization culminated years of lobbying by reformers,
union leaders and social workers concerned with bettering the lot of those dislocated by the great depression.
Early workers in the field were buoyed by the knowledge that they were in the vanguard of a social crusade,
uplifting the deserving poor and changing their lives by
locating them in decent housing.
In the depression days, the deserving poor were primarily white and had fallen on hard times through no
fault of their own. As Baron observes, "Being poor was
not then considered a case of social deviance requiring
social control from the dominant institutions."
But noble motives were corrupted in their implementation. Public housing soon became the explicit destination of blacks displaced by slum clearance and urban
renewal programs. This development of valuable land
near the central business district was not only intrinsically profitable for developers, mortgage lenders and
contractors, it was also necessary for the survival of
major institutions which found themselves hemmed in
by the poor.
Further, and most important, this was valuable land
on which relatively expensive housing could be built

for professional and white collar workers who served
and shopped in the central business district.
So public housing, once the reformer's dream, became a great sponge, absorbing blacks displaced by
those who could put their old neighborhoods to more
profitable use.
In their analysis of the welfare system, Regulating
the Poor, Piven and Cloward note that the public welfare rolls did not expand during the quiet 1950's although unparalleled numbers of displaced poor crowded into northern cities. During the 1960's black urban
discontent erupted and there followed a massive expansion in the number of persons on relief, as well as in
Great Society programs.
The authors argue that "the contemporary relief
program was a response to the civil disorder caused by
rapid economic change." Relief policies were affected
not by humanitarian impulses, but were "political responses to political disorder," designed to protect the
stability of existing power relationships.
Apparently no generous motive can survive the twin
assaults of racism and greed once it enters. the public
arena.

Books of the Month

On Conditioning the Human Condition
BEYOND FREEDOM AND DIGNITY.
By B. F. Skinner. New York: Alfred Knopf,
1971 . $6.95 .
Skinner's new book Beyond Freedom and
Dignity is a delight to his supporters and
critics alike. Critics are happy because Skinner has put himself in opposition to such unassailable virtues as Freedom and Dignity ,
thus making his refutation a foregone conclusion. Supporters applaud his courage in
directly attacking sacred cows that may be
standing in the way of needed social change.
Skinner proposes that our preoccupation
with individual freedom and dignity prevents us from developing a culture that will
serve us better.
One point on which supporters and critics
agree is that all is not well with society today.
In fact. things are deteriorating to the point
where the very survival of our way of life is
threatened. The tragedy in such a prospect
is that our way of life contains much that is
valuable. We value the freedom from despotic
rule attained through long struggle. We value
the economic advantages we enjoy through
industrial development. We value freedom
from interference in our private lives, beliefs
and religious practices. We do not want to
see these advantages disappear through some
of the disruptive processes at work today .
Crime is too high . cities find it difficult to
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provide essential services, education lacks
financial support, war drains our treasury
and life-blood, unemployment is high and
the young are not dedicated to preserving the
culture that has given them advantages few
people have ever enjoyed .
Against this background, any coherent
suggestion merits our attention. If the suggestion is to be adequate to our needs , perhaps it must be just as drastic as the problems we face . Thus we may not want to dismiss Skinner's criticism of individual freedom
and dignity out of hand , just because it is
bold or startling. Nor should we want to dismiss his views because they make us feel uncomfortable. (New and valuable insights
often have a disturbing initial impact ). And
most certainly should we not dismiss his
views because they are an affront to our concept of man - because they seem to downgrade man's place in the universe. History
provides too many instances where human
vanity was required to step aside for views
that we now live with quite comfortably .
The orientation of the earth within the solar
system and the theory of organic evolution
once were resisted with a rhetoric that now
appears ridiculously vain.
What's wrong with individual freedom and
dignity? Why does Skinner oppose them? At
one time these concepts served an essential

purpose. They encouraged people to resist
the punitive control exercised by monarchs ,
dictators and other tyrants. Punitive control
for purposes of exploitation has been the lot
of most of humanity , and escape from such
control marks an improvement in the human
condition. A literature of freedom and dignity grew up emphasizing the rights of individuals over against oppressive forms of
government, and encouraging subjects to
revolt or otherwise resist improper control.
The emphasis upon the individual has served
us well in making possible the evolution of
a democratic form of government which includes some safeguards against exploitation.
The dilemma we now face is that the same
arguments for individual freedom and dignity that were effective against oppressive,
exploiting governments are equally potent
against any form of government! Let us not
delude ourselves into the belief that we are
not now controlled. We are controlled in many
ways and by many controlling agencies.
The educational system exercises control
with respect to the material taught and the
means used to teach it; its methods of control
are both positive and negative. Rewards in
the form of access to playground, gold stars,
and teacher praise are strong agents in obtaining desired behavior from students. Punishment in the form of detention after school,
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ridicule, blame and corporal punishment also
shape student behavior. The home exercises
control over children by all the means associated with discipline including punishment,
encouragement and affection.
Our legal system specializes in the negative
techniques of threat, fines and jail. Governments - local, state and federal - exercise
control through legal channels primarily, as
in enforcing' traffic statutes, the payment of
taxes and compelling young men to kill in
the army. In addition, governments try to
shape favorable attitudes through patriotic
rituals, the national anthem, and respect
for the flag.
More subtle forms of control are embodied
in the techniques of advertising and persuasion, which are not as aversive as legal measures, and are more likely to go unnoticed.
Exhortation and advice from religious agencies, parents, teachers , psychotherapists,
friends and lovers have a controlling impact
upon our behavior. In short, there is nothing
that happens to us in our social and physical
environments that does not exert ·some measure of control over our actions.
Skinner's strong environmentalist position
is that the possibilities for control of individual behavior by a culture are practically unlimited. Even granting variations in intelligence and physique, the opportunities are
abundant for behavior that is adaptive, productive and otherwise desirable from the cultural point of view. In other words , there are
modes of behavior well within the capability
of each individual that would be desirable
from the cultural standpoint and those behaviors can be attained through proper cultural design.
The issue of cultural design brings us to
the positive aspects of Skinner's book. Briefly,
he is proposing the sort of thing described in
his Walden Two, v.rhere emotional and social
responses are as much a subject of deliberate
education as are intellectual and artistic
skills. Furthermore, the means of education
place emphasis upon positive reinforcement
(reward) delivered immediately after proper
behavior, at least in the early stages of training. Punishment is avoided as a technique
that does more harm than good in the long
run , except under very unusual circumstances .
An example is given in Walden Two where
children are taught to be patient - to tolerate a delay of reward . Youngsters are returned , tired and hungry , to the dining hall
after a long field trip. Half the children are
selected by lottery to be fed first, and the
others must stand and wait before they can
eat. If a waiting child breaks down in tears
or grabs for food , he is not punished . Rather ,
he is given other experiences with delay of
reinforcement that are within his ability. The
children who are waiting discover the value
of telling stories or jokes to pass the time.
They may learn to look the other way , rather
than witness other children eating; in fact ,
some of these useful techniques might be sug-
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gested to them by the teacher. Note that the
children are not exposed to difficult situations
in order to make them tough , nor are they
punished for ~ilure . Instead, they are placed
in diificult situations for the purpose of developing or strengthening appropriate social
behaviors. In the example, patience is rewarded by eventual access to food and rest .

Cultural Survival in a Skinner Box
"Control," as used by Skinner, is not synonymous with the repression or' prevention
of behavior disruptive to a society. It is a
broad concept that encompasses all behavior,
including socially desirable acts; for example,
driving one's car properly and working effectively at one's job. A government that is concerned only with eliminating disruptive or
lawless behavior is a repressive government one that has not met the challenge of producing alternative, desirable performance. It is
the task of shaping socially effective and valuable forms of behavior that Skinner would
have us face.
Fortunately, from the standpoint of the
citizen, Skinner's psychology indicates that
the way to produce complex, adaptive behavior is through positive reinforcement. The
kind of control recommended is the sort of
result we get when we pay a laborer for a good
piece of work. He will tend to repeat the activities that paid off for him in the past, and
this leads to the possibility of control through
the judicious use of payment. In Skinner's
terms , if we positively reinforce desired behavior, it will tend to recur under the same or
similar conditions. Disbursement of reinforcement therefore constitutes control over behavior. Skinner presents us with a hypothetical social order in which both the individual
and the culture are benefitted.
The key to behavioral control is the frequent use of positive reinforcement rather
than punishment. One conspicuous feature
of our present culture is its widespread use of
punishment and threats oi punishment rather
than positive reinforcement. On a recent interview show on TV, Skinner criticized the
way punishment often is used in raising children. The audience was outraged and people
rose to assert that every child should be punished , if for no other reason than to develop
respect for the parents. Children should also
be punished in school, presumably for the
same type of reason. Pupils would not dare
skip school if they had the fear of God in
them , presumably developed through punishment in this life and threats of punishment
in the next.
Why are mothers and fathers , who love
their children, so ready to inflict pain upon
them? Why can't we get over our addiction
to violence? Skinner has given serious thought
to the problem and concludes that it is a result
of our commitment to individual freedom and
dignity. If people ar~ free , then they can be
good or bad. They can choose to do well or

poorly ; and if they choose to do poorly, it is
their own fault. If wrong behavior is the individual's own fault, then it is not the fault of
parents, teachers, or other agencies who
might be important in the individual's life.
Rather than recognizing his role in a child's
misbehavior, a parent can simply punish the
child for it.
The convenience of this point of view for
educational systems and other social institutions is obvious. Ineffectiveness of instruction
can be blamed upon students who fail to
learn, and failure of Ia~ enforcement method~
can be blamed on those who provide the very
indication that the system is ineffective the criminals. Our insistence upon giving
credit and bl<.me to individuals prevents us
from looking carefully at the environments
which really produce the behavior for which
the individual is being credited or blamed,
with the sad result that institutional practices are not improved.
Skinner's views have clear implications for
ethical and moral systems that traditionally
have been the concern of the church. There
are no good or bad men, there are only good
or bad environments. At birth, each of us is
neutral with respect to any moral judgement.
We may be defective, but that would be due
to genetic accident or physical trauma. What
happens to our behavior as the years go by is
the result of an interaction between genetically determined structure and our environment
over which, as developing adults, we have no
control. Nowhere does the individual act as
a capricious, autonomous agent, cut loose
from his environment. Moral judgments
still are in order, but they are properly directed toward social and physical environments,
not toward individuals.
If some of us cannot agree with the
thorough-going determinism that Skinner espouses, nor his emphasis upon the environment as principal determiner of our actions ,
we should enter our reservations here, but not
stop listening to Skinner. These issues may represent more of a philosophical or emotional
obstacle to our evaluation of his proposals
than a compelling reason to reject them. I
suspect that even a moderate, grudging recognition of the influence of the environment
upon us in a few crucial ways would enable
us to S\!pport the practical programs of social
reform that Skinner is proposing.

What is "beyond" freedom and dignity? It
is cultural survival, and Skinner is concerned
because we are doing so little to maintain
what we already have that is valuable. We
also are failing to design new cultural practices that will serve us better, and we are failing in the name of individual fn!edom and
dignity. It is not enough to overthrow oppressive government, and from that moment onward be suspicious of any government at all.
The opportunity we now enjoy to design an
effective culture based on positive reinforcementis fast becoming a necessity.
JOHNS. ABMA
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Mona Bornhoeft, Quinquagesima, 1970 . Chartreuse and pink inks, grey paper.

Joan Lundgren , Reminiscere, 1971 . Blue and
green inks , grey paper.

Kathryn Kohlmeyer. /udica. 1971. Yellowbrown and red-brown inks . grey paper.

Visual Arts Exhibition: Cover Designs for Worship Guides

--------------------------------~~------------~---------------------------ByRICHARD H.W. BRAUER

Judy Ernst, Ascension , 1967. Black and red inks , white paper.
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Kuni Nuechterlein, Pentecost , 1968. Navy blue and cobalt blue inks .
blue-green paper.
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Margaret Hansen, Quasimodogeniti, 1965 .
Orange and fucia inks, white paper.

Nancy Arndt, Misrmcoraza lJomini, 1965 . Deborah Koenker, Rogate, 1969. Orange and
Green and pink inks, grey paper.
green inks, ivory paper.

Since Ash Wednesday, 1962, art students at Valparaiso University have created over one hundred fifty cover designs
for the weekly worship guides used at the University's Chapel of the Resurrection.
The selection produced in this issue traces the church year.

Jean Hansen. Pentecost XIX . 1967 . Gold and green-black inks, yellow-grey paper.
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The Mass Media

Descent into the Mail Room
------------------------------------------8¥ RICHARD LEE
Seven sales circulars, Six contest come-ons,
Five Christmas cards, Four charity appeals,
Three late Cresset columns, Two unsigned hate-letters,
And a sample of Jergens' lotion in a trial size!
I was humming a carol and winnowing a sheaf of my
mail for any letters in the circulars - when it occurred
to me that the mass medium of the United States Postal
Service was grist for a column.
It is my lot in the school where I teach to edit a
little journal called the Cresset, and this labor of licking honey from thorns puts me into closer touch with
the USPS than the average citizen. It is, however, both
as average citizen and sometime editor that I would
comment in this column.
My mail -like your mail, Gaul, and a Lutheran sermon -is divided into three parts. Unsolicited circulars,
magazines and journals, and personal correspondence
- in increasing order of postage costs and speed of
delivery from third class to first class. The ordinary
citizen knows postage has gone up - at rates considerably faster than the annual rate of inflation in the cost
of living as a whole. This year, for example, the ordinary citizen spent another 30q: and more for every dollar
he spent last year to mail his Christmas cards.
What enscrooges editors these days, however, is not
the 30% increase in the cost of wishing their friends
and enemies a Merry Christmas. It is rather the anticipated cost of mailing their magazines at second class
rates which the USPS is increasing 150% over the next
four years. What grinds their teeth especially is this
ravenous increase occurs at the same time the government is scoring the irresponsibility of average citizens
pressing for higher wages.
The shaky fortunes of the Cresset are not my concern
in this column. Nonprofit publications will sustain, if
they can, a slightly lesser increase in postal rates, "only"
about 100%, over a longer period of time. What concerns
me here are the futures of the important mass circulation magazines and newspapers which will have increasingly hard going - and the health of the republic which
will be the weaker if more of them fold.
There are more factors involved in their futures,
of course, than the severe increase in postal rates. But
I believe it likely that upped rates for sales circulars
would arouse more cries of "restraint of trade" than
upped rates for magazines and newspapers have aroused
cries of "restraint of news, opinions, and ideas."
T hreshing further into my mail I have come up with
a parable for my point. I just slit a sales circular pushing replicas of a little clock designed in 1759 by that
old editor, Benjamin Franklin. For only $400 I can buy
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into this "commemoration of the bicen.tennial of American Independence" and "tribute to one of the most beloved statesmen of the Revolutionary period" of lost
memory. Only one thousand "Franklin clocks" will be
made in this "strictly limited edition" and "no subscriber
to this edition may purchase more than one clock."
Well, that complicates my Christmas shopping, I can
tell you!
I lift up this tacky "tribute" to Franklin as a parable,
for it contrasts poignantly with the tribute to him by
Gardner Cowles upon the death of Look. Faced with
his present postal bill of $4 million, which was estimated
to rise to $10 million in the next five years, Cowles called
the increase "unconscionably high and a complete reversal of US postal policy since the days of Benjamin
Franklin, who felt that the cost of transporting magazines and newspapers should always be kept low."
The fathers of the republic believed that such democracy as men might achieve in each generation of America minimally required the fullest excha11ge of ideas
and information. To that end they ordered a special
part of the mail service set aside for the cheapest possible dissemination of newspapers and magazines. It
was their wisdom to grasp the fact that democratic government must in some part fund the very springs of
citizenship - and that the powerlessness of the many
was as corrupting of democracy as the absolute power
of a few. The "left wing" fathers were especially keen to
build into government some equalization of the wealth
and power of the nation so that some approximation of
democracy might reasonably be hoped.
I realize how quaint the fathers' notions sound today
and that the erosion of their postal philosophy is only
a case in a larger point. As Senator Fred Harris recently
reminded the country, we now have a corporate state
linked with a government which rewards the rich at the
expense of the rest of us. It is far easier, for example,
for several tax-relieved corporations to lobby us in their
"advertisements" - federal highway construction, the
necessity of oil depletion allowances, no-fault automobile insurance - than it is for any citizen groups to
mail out their antidotes to this autointoxication. Worse,
the mass magazines and newspapers must flock to this
kind of "advertising" if they hope to survive.
I expect St. Nicholas will have to drive a new car
this Christmas if he hopes to get through and another
virgin must conceive to get a hearing for "filling the
hungry with good things and sending the rich empty
away." Meanwhile, as the USPS urges us all - mail
early. For my part, I'd like to send out the whole Happy
New Year of our little journal now while we can afford
it.
The Cresset

Editor-At-Large

By JOHN STRIETELMEIER

God and Goods

On Page 129 of the October 23 issue of The New Yorkthere is a full-page ad which ought to win some sort
prize for effective advertising. There is this picture
a sober-faced, ten-year-old Korean boy, and over it,
heavy black type, two lines :
You can save Sung Soon for $15 .00 a month.
Or you can turn the page.
The accompanying text explains how a Connecticutbased organization called Save the Children Federation
is working throughout the world helping people to help
themselves and invites all of us to give it a hand with
the work.
Put just that bluntly, it is not an easy thing to turn
the page. And one's feelings of guilt are not at all assuaged by what he finds on Page 130. There are four
ads. One advertises "an ambrosial agglomeration of
toothsome pecans, toasted whole meaty almonds and
fluffy puffs of popcorn - all enveloped in a wicked
buttery crm '.derived from scads of Grade AA 93 score
butter." This gourmet's delight is called Poppycock.
The ad writer speaks sooth when he says, in banner
type, "AT $2.25 A CAN, POPPYCOCK ISN'T PEANUTS." A second ad offers "our ultimate winter sports
gloves," made in Europe and available at $12.95 a pair.
A third ad advises us that "only at ... GRECOPHILIA"
are Greek fisherman's shirts to be had at $12.00 prepaid
postage and Greek Captain's Caps for $10.00, also ppd.
And the fourth ad offers the Minox C computer camera,
price not stated - which always makes one suspect the
worst.
Elsewhere in this issue of The New Yorker Tiffany
and Co. offer a lapis lazuli-faced watch for $825.00;
Steuben Glass a limited-edition glass design of Ludwig
van Beethoven on a marble base for $7600.00; Cadillac
"the world's most wanted car" at a price which, presumably, is not to be publicly revealed ; Cartier a cigarette lighter for $240.00; "und," as the Germans say, "so
weiter." One feels, as he scans these ads, like Jesus sitting on top of the high mountain, surveying the kingdoms of this world and the glory of them. And the glory
is neither a sham nor, in itself, evil. It is very real , a
reflection of the creative power which man shares with
his creator.
And then one is drawn back to Page 129: "$15.00 a
month. Or you can turn the page."
Rationalizations come all too easily when one has
turned the page and wants to justify himself. Most of
us who are rich are decent enough that, when we turn
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away, we turn away sorrowing from the command to
"sell all that we have and give to the poor." Some of
us, perhaps, can even take comfort from the fact that, as
men go, we are generous. Our churches in many cases
have contributed to this comfortable feeling by setting
the tithe before us as a goal to be achieved rather than a
starting point to move from toward more strenuous
exercises of love and mercy. Christians who like to live
by rules can all too readily assume that once God has
got His ten per cent the rest is ours.
And yet the poor, indeed, have always been with us.
And in a poorer time and place than ours a woman was
praised once by our Lord Himself for bringing an alabaster box full of expensive ointment and pouring it
over His feet. Life is more than bread, and the body
more than clothing. Men can not live without food and
clothing and shelter. But mankind can not live without
music and art and sculpture and literature, without
banquet and song, without beautiful fabrics and welldesigned buildings, without all of those things which
those who are rich in talent or skill have to offer those
multitudes of us who have nothing but money. If I were
a Manichean I might rest with a more comfortable conscience. I could despise everything material and spend
all that I have on such good works as I think might
serve to free me for a purely spiritual kind of living
Being a Christian, I can not get off so easy. Somewhere,
within a welter of claims and counter-claims by body,
soul, and spirit, I must seek out the path of a discipleship which can recognize the same possibility of virtue
in the purchase of a $15.00 theatre ticket as in a $15.00
gift to Sung Soon. And which is as aware of the temptation to pride lurking in the alms given to the poor as in
the purchase of a Cadillac.
These random thoughts are intended as my contribution to what will, I hope, be a merry Christmas for all
of us in spite of the tragedies which press all too heavily
upon us, especially at Christmas. If no man dare be
happy until all men are happy, no man will ever be
happy. We are called to respond, with fullness of life,
to the fullness of God. And the God of all joy and peace
meets us not only in the need and hunger and sufferin~
of men (although we shall be damned if we fail to reco~
nize Him there) but also in the fine wristwatch given
out of love, and the wassail bowl, and the stuffed turkey
with dressing, and in all that makes this good season
not only blessed but merry.
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The Pilgrim

By 0. P. KRETZMANN

"All the tr11m/Jets sounded tor him on the other side"
PILGR!l\1'5 PROGRESS

Journey into Joy
The air is cold and still .... The world is nearing the
end of a long spell of homesickness .... The hush in the
night is a waiting rather than a memory ... Once more
the time nears for my yearly journey to Bethlehem ....
The preparations for the journey, I knew, would be
longer this year because I had to rid myself of the baggage of another year of my years .... I would have to
begin by throwing away things which would weight me
down .... The little worries and fears over the future,
the books I had read, the small ambitions which encrusted my life, the vanity of soul and pride of heart,
the heavy burden of little faith, the hidden hurt of many
broken things .... These I could not carry on the journey to the Child .... There might be room for them in
the inn, but not at the manger ....
For when I would finally reach the last rise in the long
road from the depth of my years to Bethlehem, white in
the light of an errant star, I knew I would want to travel
light. . . .The stable would be as small as ever and already filled with several beasts of the field, a few shepherds, and a great company from the ends of the earth
and the expanses of time. . . .
I knew I would not be able to enter with baggage like
mine .... No one ever has .... We can and must climb
Calvary with the burden of our sins .... But at the manger they are put far from us .... Here the journey ends
in the light and joy of adoration. . . .Here light and
childlike hearts alone have eyes to see God in a little
boy ....
This is a long journey for us who are so far down the
ways of time .... Long in mind and long in heart. ... A
number of years ago, on the eleventh of November, I
stood with thousands of men and women on State Street
in Chicago as the clock struck eleven and bugles sounded taps for the dead .. . .The thin, bent shoulders of an
old woman beside me shook wiih memories brought to
life by the sound of the bugles ... .
The muted bugles brought back memories of war
which strike most cruelly at the hearts of the mothers
of the world .... Memories of a voice of a son which has
now become a silence in her heart. ... Of an agony for
her dead child in whom are all the dead children of the
world .... I turned away and entered a shop which was
already bright with signs of Christmas. . . . Candles,
evergreens, holly, poinsettias, stars, little churches,
angels ....
I had taken a dozen steps from the remembered sorrow we have made of the world toward a few' signs of
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the joy He has brought. . . .A dozen steps on foot. . . .
But the journey of the heart from sorrow to joy is the
longest journey any man can make ... .A journey through
the lighted dead of night to God in a manger .... Into
the holy peace and joy for which thousands of weary .
eyes will be looking through their tears as the December
dusk falls over the world this Christmas Eve .... A journey of the heart from the pride of the world and the
power of war into the humility and poverty of a manger .... The journey into ultimate joy ....
It is this journey into great joy which I, by the mercy
of God, shall begin this Christmas Eve ... .On one glowing night of all time, all the joy of the world was in a
manger .... The joy of God breaking through the darkness of our world with His marvelous light .... The joy
of sinners as their Savior draws near .... The joy in the
beat of angel wings . . . . The joy of hiding majesty in
meekness, life in death, God in man .... Of the Child
wrapped in the swaddling clothes of our lowliness come
to take us up in royal robes to His Father . . ..
On this Christmas Eve I must again become childlike
in heart .. .. I must wait for Him to come, because the
journey to the Child is finally a waiting for Him ....
The shepherds are with me, and the angels, and Mary
and Joseph ... .And the Child comes to the childlikeness
He makes in us ....
That is why Christmas is sometimes called the Feast
of Children .... For the little ones who sing the carols
unafraid keep Christmas best .. .. Wesley Ingles writes
"For Young Mothers at Christmas" ....
Take you the holly and wreathe it
gladly for His brow
That once were thorn
And let the little scarlet drops remind
you now
That once His brow was torn.
Take up the tree and gently, gently
plant its stock
And nail its base
Recall how rudely His was planted
hear the shock.
And see His anguished face.
Take now the children's gifts and
pile them neatly there;
Take all the toys.
Consider Golgotha and breathe an
earnest prayer
For new-born little boys.
The Cresset

